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A83TRACT
This report presetits a mcwdifiration of a solid propellant tranmient
combustion model developed earlier by the authors, designed to account
for the observed steady-state behavior of both burning rate and flame
temperature in real propellants. The -todel is applied to large excur-
Mona of the environmental pressure, bath upward and downward. The re-
sults are compared to experimental data obtained from both pressurization
and depressuriratic:p testr. It is shown that the burning rate response
predicted by the model is somewhat larger than that observed experimentally,
i!i
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PREFACE
This study of combustion extinction phenomena was performed prir-
cipal1v by G. A. Marxman (theory), C. E. Wooldridge (theory and experi-
ments', and R. J. Kier (experiments). Other major contributors to the
inves"IK:► tion were E. L. Capener, A. J. Amaro, R. G. McKee, Jr., and
W. H. Johnson. The .overall program was under the direction of G. A.
Marxman.
The project was under the ma-taKement of the Chief, Solid Propulsion
Technology, Code RPS, OART, NA.IA, Wa+hington, D.C. (R. W. Ziem), with
technical management by Hig'i Tempe ratu:--e Nateriala Branch, Langley Re-
search Ce..ter (G. Burton Northam).
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years numerous studies have been conducted on carious
aspects of transient solid propellant combustion, including acoustic
instability, finite traveli-g wave instability, and combustion termina-
tion by rapid depressurization. The earliest studies of combustion ter-
mination were based on an empirical approach with a major effort directed
toward correlating e t inr_tion behavior with a single critical parameter
.such a: depressurization rate). Such correlations generally have neg-
lected real g.sdynamic processes in the chamber; moreover. it hc_ been
customary to characterize propellants in terms of a single parameter,
usually the burning rate.
Investigations carried out at Stanford Research Institute (SRI)
over a period of years for both NASA 'Contracts \o, NNAS 7-389 and the
current NAS 1-73491 and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
LAFQSR Contract No. AF 49 638)-16651, however, have demonstrated that
the chemical and physical composition of the propellant is an extremely
important factor in the response of the combustion mechanism to pressure
disturbances. For example, two propellants with the same burning rate
but different compositions usually respond quite differently to a pres-
sure perturbation. The response is strongly influenced by the relative
magnitude of the various relaxation times that characterize thermal and
chemical processes comprising the combustion mechanism, and these relaxa-
tion times are largely determined by compositional factors. Thus, the
purely empirical approach to combustion extinction problems is inherently
of limited potential usefulness. A greatly improved understanding of the
transient behavior of solid propellant combustion processes is a pre-
requisite for a fully satisfactory explanation of combustion extinction
1
behavior. It was the ob,jectivv of this investigation to obtain the in-
formation needed to fulfill this prerequisite.
Earlier efforts at SRI 1-4 resulted in the development of a compre-
hensive transient combustion model that included surface-coupled reactions
as well as solid-phase relaxation phenomena. A direct relationship be-
tween the combustion extinguishment response and the• combustion instability
charactertstics of a solid propellant was established. It was also shown
that the transient response of the combustion mechanism is strongly in-
fluenced by the distribution of energy role;se oetween reactions in the
gas phase and these that are effectively coupled thcrm^Ily to the solid
phase. This theory indicates that when even a very small fraction or the
total energy release accurs in surface-coupled reactions, the likelihood
el unstable combu=ti-an and also of difficult extinguishment, possibly
:accompanied by 'chuffing," is greatly enhanced. This theoretical con-
clusion appears to be consistent with experimental observations.
T original perturbation analysis l of the SRT model was patterned
after the earlier solution of Denison ant! Baum, c`  -who neglected surface-
coupled heat release, assumed a constant gas-phase heat release, and did
not account for the proper variation of steady-state burning rate or
flame temperature with pressure. In the SRI analysis surface-coupled
heat release was added to the model while again the gas-phase heat re-
lease was considered constant and no attempt was made to math the cor-
rect burning rate or flame temperature behavior. Thv rationale for this
:approach •,ras simply that in the perturbation analysis, variations in the
mean values of regression rate or flame temperature could be second-order.
The application of the model to large excursions in the mean operating
conditions, such as those encountered during extinguishment by rapid de-
pressurization, obviously requires the addition of suitable changes in
the model to ensure that the proper steady state is attained at the end
2
of a transient process. 'rhe analytical effort under the current contract
has been devoted to this end, with supporting experiments involving both
rapid pressurization and rapid depressurization designed to provide a
check on the analytical assumptions.
3
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II. THEORETICAL STUDIES
The formulation of a theoretical solid propellant combustion model
that can adequately deal with highly transient conditions such as those
present during extinguishment by rapid depressurization has been the ob-
jective of this program. It was recognized in earlier studies 1,2 that
surface-coupled reactions--those that are associated with tho surface
temperature--must play an important role in the transient combustion
process because of the inherent thermal lag of the solid phase. This
role of surface-cot.pULA he nt rexeas--^ was demonstrated in studies of both
acoustie l 	:l.:-i traveling wave instabilities. 2,4
It has been the purpose of the theoretical studies carried out under
the current progr..ur. to esttnd the nonlinear numerical analysis of the SRI
combustion model that was begun under Contract AF 49(. 638)-•1665, adding
to the original model those features that are required by rapid and large
excursions from the steady state.
The details of the SRI combustion model are reviLwea in App,^ndix A.
The correct binning rate /pressure behavior in the steady state is attained
by assuming that the activation energy of the gas-phase flame is a func-
tion of pressure . # The proper thermochemical flame temperature in the
steady state is achieved by adjusting the net heat release in the gas-
phase flame. This aspect is discussed in detail below.
i^ The analysis previously presented iti Ref. 6, in which both the acti-
vation energy Ef and the gas-phase order n were allowed to vary with
pressure, was mathematically incorrect in its treatment of nondimen-
sional ratios.
5
The nondimensional equations *hat describe the model are:
r	
- pitn%'lTfl^n/2 exp
	 E f 2RTj i1 Tr - Ef),Tf J[( i	 /^
i gas-phase propellant consumption)
r't = cxp CIE Arr^(T*	1) /T*i
	
L`` K•	 w i 	 w	 / ;•: J
(solid-phase  pyrolysis)
a'l it	 it aT*	 9T*
;t
3t	 3x	 dx
*2
1
2
 
^
_ r* ,(g 
r 
@
r 
-L)/
Zx
^c 
s 
T 
W
i - (cp/c,) [(Tf/Teti)Tf -T*
  i 	 i II
+ ( T* 
- 
T* ) + (1 - T it) ( r
-A l
+ P Q tt )	 I
e:	 c	 uH 	 '-D%
T	 = T at x	 =0
solid-phase thermal profile behavior)
Note that the gas-phase equation is patterned after that of Ref. E.
it#
Q l and Q., Which represent the pressure -t:ensIti%, and pressure-
insensitive contributions to the surface-coupled heat release, can be
expressed in Arrhenius form i sce Appendix A) by
6
m
,:	
H
^p*
/T^^ exp 
^F 
/RT
	
Tat - 1) 'T*
	
W 
	
w i w
l	
<41
D = exp ( E /RTT - 1t /T*1
	wi)( w
	
/ w
Th ,_ parameters CF{ and CD represent the fractions of steady-Ante total
heat of combustion associated with pressure-sensitiv;; and pressure-
insensitive surface-coupled reactions.
For large excursions in the burning rate, the net hest rtiva—., in
the gas-phase flame, erQr - I., must be trcnte,d as a variable in such a
way that in the steady-state limit, the depenuence of flame temperature
on pressure matches that predicted from indcpc_ndent thermochemical cal-
culations. This concept can be introduced mathematically by writing '..,e
first boundary condition of Eq. 3 as
T
;^ cp f i
tX
	
f
^ 	- 1	
c5 Ttv (Tf - Tf + T^^ - To^ 	, 5
tic'	 i
^tf
In this case, T r is a fictitious flame temperature, i.e., the flame tem-
perature that would exist in a fictitious sti ::y state having a surface-
coupled heat release equal to the actual transient surface-coupled heat
release. The calculation of Tr must account for both th<- correct burning-
I'
rate behavior and the flame temperature behavior in the steady state.
,Vote that this analysis does not relrt y
 Q to the instantaneous values
r
of T and p, but rather to the instantaneous heat release. It is a:ssumefi
w
that in the nonsteady combustion process, the gas-phak(' heat release will
be the same as the steady-state value for the same total heat release in
the surface-coupled terms.)
7
ii
'fo obtain .I solution to F.cl. 3, the infinite spatial coordinate x
must be tranSfOlMCd to a fisitc coot•dittatc y ip . The most convcni(-nt
transformation  i s
S	
-x
L:	 tl .
-.chich changes 0 	 x *	 into 0 " v# = 1 with the initial steady-state
profilt-• being given by
T - T
	 it
1 - y	 7i;
%%hick is linear to the yi. coordinate.	 In tlii:= case, Eq. 3 becomes
2 2`^Ti,	
it	 ie	 c`T i` 	 itt	 j T
At cr	 ay is	
'^y
u
s•.T' = T at v
	
= 10
niv above equ.rLions have been programmed for numerical c•omputatiml
in an u.fplicit finite difference form patterned after the meat conduction
solo; ion of Crank -.nd Nicolson. 7 The detailF of the solution ;arc• described
in Appendix B. To account for the correct steady-state burning rati. , be-
havior, the c• orretJ steady-state flame tempe.atkre behavior, and tai. , coc —
rect gas-phase- consumption 'i.e., ilame speed` behavior, it is nece^s.^r.
to allm% the gas-phase .ictivat ion energy E f tO var y' %^ i tt! pre^,t r^	 is e
Appciulix A). These three 1-olations take the forms:
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it	 {F( ^'1r	 = r ,p
T* = T*(P*)f	 f
and
rif _ 1)*n /2T f	 f	 f	 fl+n/2 exp 	 E /2RT (T - E£)/Tf
I	 i	 i
The combination of Eqs. 9 through 11 gives the variation of E  with pres-
sure once a base value has been defined at some pressure. To obtain this
base value an additional relationship is needed.
Such a relationship has been developed under a recently completed
program at SRI  that considered finite-amplitude axial-mode solid rocket
combustion instability, which appears as an osci l lating shock wave in the
combustion chamber. The pressure pulse associatcd wJ th the traveling
shock wave induces a traveling burning rate perturbation that in turn
supports the wave, 2 ' 4 Experimental results obtained from more than 20
ammonium perchlorate (AP) propellants established a threshold curve in
the burning rate-pressure coordinate system. 8
 To the left of this i,ourd-
ary, which intercepts all AP burning rate curves, an AP propellant is
stable to any finite disturbance, while to the right of this boundary it
is unstable in the sense that a traveling wave of fixed amplitude is
established.
The corresponding theoretical analysis, 2,4 based upon the combustion
model under consideration here, showed that along the stability boundary
the kinetic parameters a0
 and e that define the linear response are con-
stant; i.e., every AP propellant has the same numerical values of a0
 and
a, defined by
c T
_	 p f	 1
c0 	 c (T - 1'
	 1 + n/2 + E /2RT
	
12)
s w	 o	 f	 f
i	 i
( 9)
10)
(Ill)
9
:i nd
a = a0 .. e5 /A
	
f 13)
where
EE [
es _	 RT - m CH + RT "D ( 1 -.To )	 (14)
wi	 i
and
	
A = ( E /RT ) (1 - T*)	 ( 15)
w	 w.	 J
1
at the point where its burning rate curve crosses the stability boundary.
This point can then be used as a reference to establish the additional
relationship that is needed to define a reference value of E  for any
AP propellant.
According to the calculations of Ref. 2, the value of the wall acti-
vation energy E is about 32 kcal/mole resulting in a value of A near 12
w
when T  is near 8000 K. This value of A requires choices of a0 = 0.80
and a = 0.75 to provide a propellant response that will support the axial
mode instability. (At this value of a the response calculated from the
linear theory  would be m/vp = 7 at the resonant freq>>ency given by
,xVr2 = 10 for A = 12.) The calculations of Ref. 2 also embody the
assumption that the total magnitude of surface heat release is propor-
tional to the AP loading, i.e., that the ratio of surface-coupled heat
release to total heat of combustion depends inversely on the burning
rate at a fixed pressure.
The calculations of Ref, 2 also indicate that, to make the theoret-
ical stability boundary match the experimental results, it is necessary
to assure that ;H = 10 CDat the 100-psia pressure point chosen as the
initial reference point. This implies that most of the surface-coupled
neat release is pressure-sensitive.
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The choic.o of values for E H , ED, and m now allows the steady-state
variations of E f , T f , T`4 , A, a0 , CH , CD , and a to be calculated as func-
tions of pressure. To recapitulate, the cale.lation involves the follow-
ing steps for any AP propellant:
1. Choose 100 psia as the reference pressure.
2. From the point where the burning rate versus pressure curve
crosses the stability boundary, determine the threshold
pressure. (In the case of KP propellants that exhibit
practically no surface-coupled heat release, the stability
boundary may arbitrarily be chosen at several thousand psi,
thus ensuring negligible surface-coupled heat release at
operating pressures of interest.)
3. Assign values of
0
 = 0.80 and a = 0.75 at the threshold
pressure, Ew == 32 kcal/mole, and T `y = 800aK at a burring
rate of 0.1 in/sec. The exact choice of wall temperature
is not important lecause A is a weak function of T .
W
4. Use Eq. 10 to calculate T  at the stability boundary.
5. Calculate T at the stability boundary using the equation
w
r	 = exp ^( E /RT ) ( T* - 1; ;^^T
	 ( 16)
	
w W	 w	 WW.
6. Use the values of 0, T f , and TN (assuming a value of
C /c s ) to calculate the value of Ef.
p
7. Calculate A at the stability , boundary from Eq. 15.
8. Using the values of 
1110, 
oi, and A, calculate C11  and CDi
from Eqs. 13 and 14 at the reference pressure of 100 psia,
assuming that CH . = 10 CD and naking rise of the fact thati
i
C	 _ t	
p	
exp (F. /RT )(T - 1%/T
H	 ^H	 H w	 w	 w
i T	 i.
w
^E
= CD exp I ED/RTw ) ( Tw - 1) 1
W	
( 18)
i	 i
1
For the current c.ilculations it has been assumed that
E i = ED = 20 kcal/mole and m = •).5. These values were
chosen arbitrarily, but appear tc be reasonable f rom a
^onsideration of instabilit y- results.4
9. The values of the eight variables T,,, T f , E f , A, 
n,0 1 °l„
: D , and ^ can now be calculated as functions of pressure
for the given propellant.
Admittedly, some arbitrariness ie involved in the calculational
procedure outlined above. Such a rational procedure, however, does
provide a method for choosing values for the eight quantities that are
consistent with data on observA -axial-mo_.e instability and .title steady-
state operating conditians. The only completely arbitrary choices that
*remain are thnse for the activation energies H and E D , and the pressure
exponent m. Tne calculational procedure outlined here has been incor-
porated directly into the nonlinear computer analysis.
The burning rate/pressure dependence :.i tit, Four propellants studied
.luring the current program is shown in Fig. t along with the finite :cave
stabiliti boundary discussed above. Also shown are the low-pressure
deflagration limits below which stead)-state burning cannot occur. These
limits, obtained experimentally during a previous program, are us:d in
the numerical anal ysis to correspond to the point at which extinction
occurs.
The propellant formulations are listed in Tabie I. For the two
propellant with additives, the oxidizer content was reduced to maintain
a constant solids loading of 80 percent. Polyurethane, designated ':y
the prefix Pt, was used as the binder throughout.
The surface tcmpet-iture and fl-ijao temperature licaivior of the pro-
pellants is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The variation of the parameters
and Ef is automatically ac.countc^k for in t=ie numerical analysis.
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Table I
PROPEI .LA\T FOU UI .ATIONS
Code	 Oxidizer	 additive
PU-269 \'H ,CiO' --
PU-271 Xti CIO 1-1/21- Fe23
PU-281 \11ICA01 5'* Ai
PU-272 h'C10b 21 Thermax
a Composed of 704 unground average particle
diameter of 120'w; and 304 ground average
particle diameter of 10 I+l' .
b
Composed of 724. unground iaverage particle
diameter of 50 ji l and 28% ground (average
particle diameter of 7 a'.
e
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Figure 2 VARIATION OF SURFACE TEMPERA TURE WITH CHAMBER PRESSURE
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The propellants listed were chosen to delineate the differences in the
burning rate response behavior of basic 80/20 AP and KP prope.Llnnts,
which are !mown to exhibit widely -different proportions of sur.lace-
coupled heat release, and to ascertain the effects of both a catalyst
and a metal on the AP propellant response.
Both rapid pressurization and rapid depressurization ;leading to
extinction] experiments were carried out with end-burning grains in a
closed chamber. The numerical solution described above calculates the
behavior of the three unknown r T and T f when tr time dependence of
the pressure p is specified as the drivicg force. To determine the
burning rate response of an end-burning grain housed in a chamber, two
additional gasdynamic equations are needed to jointly specify the %:hamber
pressure and chamber temperature as functions of time:
15
piV	
ri	 1 dp
	 p
	
A RTp x	 - e2
b c  s	 Tc dt	 Tc
(chamber con
dTc	* p At
r
dt * 
	 T*1!2 m	 ' 19)
c
[inuity)
pV	 r	 *	 *^	 ^1l2
i	 i dp	 r T - p AT	 + h
	
(120))
	
f	 t c 
AbRTc YRs x dti
(chamber energy)
These equations, which are needcd to describe the pressurization experi-
ments, have also been incorporated into the numerical analysis.
A complete description of the computer program, including a listing
of both the program and several typical Outputs, is given in Appendix C.
UV
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III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The experimental prograir carried out under this contract consisted
of metal combustion studies to support earlier fiber-optic observations
of aluminum ignition at the propellant surface, of rapid pressurization
studies using ,evernl typical solid propellants, and of rapid depres-
surization studies, Ivading to extinction of tho same prod:^llants. The
depressurization tests included both end-burning and internal-burning
onf igurat ions ,
A. Metal Combustion Studies
Fiber-optic photography of the combustion zone of an aluminized AP
propellant has shown the ignition of aluminum particles at the surface
of the burning propellant. =
 ;uch ignition would not be expected a priori,
because th , tvmp4rature of approximately 1000°K in this region is far be-
lou the 2300°K ignition point of aluminum in oxygen; this leads to the
speculation that ignition must be induced by intermediate products of
the perchlorate decomposition process such as perchloric acid or elemental
chlorine. The presence_ of ignificant heat release in the vicinity of
tho surface is a governing assumption in the model presented in the
Theoretical Studies section above; any verification of this assumption
is valuable. In an attempt to shed some .tight on this interesting process,
a preliminary study of aluminum particle combustion in gaseous chlorine
was carried out.
Past metal combustion -tw4ies have been almost exclusively concerned
with combustion in oxygen or oxygen-containing atmospheres. :),IQ The
present model for the combustion of aluminum in an oxygen-containing
atmosphere depends upon the melting of the oxide product, Al203.
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Initially the aluminum particle is coated with a film of oxide which
must be brekvii melted ')efore ignition occurs. Steady-:.};itv combustion
then takes place in a diffusion flame surrounding the particle. Tit is
process includes the' formation of 11 203 	in the diffusion flame.
Ik, causc Al O does not exist in the gas phase, its . formation by conden-
sation, with a resultant large heat release, is influential in the heat
transfer process from the diffusion flame to thr particle.
There aru several differences immediately apparent in the combustion
cif aluminum in chlorin•. Unlike Al 203 , the ch-2mi,:ol product AlC1 3 is a
volatile substance which does exist in the gas phase. Therei'ore, the
steady-state flame may be more diffuse than one with solid products.
Also the ignition of aluminum with its prot y^-tivv coating of A1.03 may be.. 
substantially different its the presence of chl-wine from the ignition in
oxygen. Chlorine atoms may attack the protective oxide coating below
its melting point and thereby reduce the ignition temperature.
An apparatus was conceived and constructed to invicestigate both t1ty
ignition and stead}-state combustion problems. The apparatus was designt•d
to flash-heat a single particle in order to provide repv.itablc results.
The design
 is similar to the one• use--d b y	 i^; ^ achc-
matic drawing of the experimental arrangement. A small metal foil of
known dimension is held-in place on the dropper by vacuum, and at a
signal a latex diaphragm is puncturcd, providing a pressure pule that
reieasc-s the foil. As the foil falls through the coil of the flash lamp
EGG x-90;^, the lamp is triggered. The• radiant en,_, rgy frnm this lamp
melts the foil. Titc duration and shape of the light pulse can be varied
by including induction coils in the aischargc circuit. Betwee .s the flash-
laml: housing and the• reaction tube there is a rubber diaphragm, used as
a gas separator to be removed punctured, just prier to the foil release.
Thus, .t particle can bu heated in an inert gas and dropped into a
1 r,
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Figure 4 PARTICLE COMBUSTION APPARATUS
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rcactant gas.	 i'h ., rt • aetitin path of i.lie ,):trticIt • is then toII owed by
recording the lig7lt cmi -:lion from the rt • action zone.
A •1	 5 Spcc(Igraphic camera with a roiaroid back was used in these
,;tudie
	
By placing a grating in front of the camera lens, the timi:•-
:etit^l^'t?ct -4 pvctra of reacting particles could be obtained.
Several cxperimt - nts were performed using fine zirconium wire from
:1 phototla ,-h bulb' a-► Ile'(i into a ball to check the timing of the release
r:vchanism and the flash trigger. Zirconium	 d because it ignites
t•a ily in uir :ind burn= with a very bright flame. The photographic
rt coal Fig. 5 show s, the typi cal zirconium starburst at the end of the
burning trick.
lluminwvt foil, ;;tvutd -lot ignite hccaUsc they did not absorb sufficit °nt-
radiant
	
`flit• fail* :r rc rc•pl-ict--d by ball- of fine . :aluminum. %%ire
from photot'l -_-h hulba . Th •nt, Halls had a diameter of appro^timatvly
500 microams. A t :pit al i t%icik o r burning  aluviinurk in oxygen is shimn in
FW. ti.
	
Thv ct .Ark h-itrul _it th.. i .1, t7)f the• picture is caused by a clamp
ti{,piing ti;c• gla-3 i't%iction t ille . 	 Th., light. emission, a direct function
itf ttit, vn t)unt of re;tctitin, is ?;vevi to tivere':tae as thv particle falls.
`Chv tioublc • track w.:9 cau—ud ty } itic b:i13 ts_eaking into tc:o pi. ens at '1 k.
t 11nt• -=f ignit ion. T„ i ­^n tc the aluminum balls it was rrcessary to use
.M Amospher- of ptiv.- 0 2 b:i_. lk-c tus, chlorine studios x •ere o f primary
imtxirtancc• , fur°th.r 3tudit-.- w ith oxygen ttvru not pursued once the apparatus
,%.i> in Ntjrki ng ty rd_ i
llaminutt•	 :wv.' rLi yh-ignited in chicirint • gas .end thc • ;r cow.-
.
hu-4t itiil trt1i'k;7; • c-t't' .tL. [ . al[i. it.	 To gi1111	 11. orin.it ion conceraing the
btjvniti^; li >x t -. tY. :li. t'[ t'.tl output of a bu -'ning ball N is photogr,-1phed
tiv {:t-:t' i2j _i .'' 5i4l l is `tti. it rrtil iva r r:lt 1t}t=, in t t'.int of •`	 camera lens.
.A	 ^jicittunl	 _ # ?tt- t•onlixiatititt 1 )rl)1 • t'!iN :t:i.': tt:tir rt•corded.
}II
rs- 6710-21
Fuqurt 5	 Zih'JNIUM ?ARTICL= BURNING IN AIR
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Figure 6 TRACK OF AN ALUMINUM PARTICLE BURNING IN PURE OXYGEN
2"
A `ypical re^,alt ;s shown in Fig. 7, for a hall of aluminum wire
burning in an atmosphere of .175 mm of 
Cl2 
gas aad 32 mm of tie. The
tract: is seen on the left and the spectrum to the right. Although the
grating used to obtain the spectrum was calibrated using a mercury arc,
on15, gross features could be clearly identified in the final resolution.
The spectrum consists of a background continuum on which emission lir. -
and an absorption band arc- superimposed. The emission lines probably
stem from metallic alnlnum, while the dark band centered about 5200 to
5300 y can be identified as the A1C1 0-0 band of the 3E-3r transition.12
Th,: 0-2,tra • ,ition band can also be identified. Some bands were noted
for which no assignment could be made because of insufficient resolution.
The continuum emission is a measure of the temperature of the reaction
zone, in Fig. 7, -l'toward;the end of the combustion track, the high-energy
portion is seen to'fadeL The spectra were difficult to resolve because
the grating did not sprkad them out sufficiently to prevent smearing by
the i:ide parricle emission track. An attempt to improve the resolution
by using a 15,000 line/inch grating was unsuccessful because the light
intensity was not sufficient to record a readable spectrum.
The spectra obtained indicate that, as would be expected, A1C1 3 is
a major reaction product. Further spectral analysis could give the time-
resolved temperature distribution of n bui-niag particle from the rotational-
vibrational bands. Supporting in-;souse studies at SRI have shown that
ignition and combustion of aluminum wires in chlorine d^ffcr greatly from
ignition and combustion in oxygen; wires can be ignited and burned at a
much loner gas pressure in chlorine than in oxygen. apparently this
result occurs because the formation of xl 203 on the particle surface in
the presence of oxygen prevents further reaction until the particle
pressure of oxygen is large enough for significant chemical reaction and
licat release to penetrate the barrier. On the other hand, the A1C13
formed in the chlorine reaction is volatile and always leaves a fresh
23
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Figure 7 TRACK AND SPECTRUM OF AN ALUMINUM PARTICLE BURNING IN CHLORINE
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aluminwn surface exposed. The combustion flame appears to be more diffuse
in chlorine. '!he study of a mixture of chlorine and oxygen would prove
very useful in demonstrating the difference between combustion in the two
gases; the experimental techniques described above could be applied in
such a study. This method could also be expane-d to study other metals,
such as beryllium, and other reactant gases, such as fluorite, X`F i , and
X20).
For now it can be stated that `he primary purpose of these prelim-
inary aetal combustion studies has been achieved; i.e., it has been dem-
onstrated that a muchanism.exists for aluminum particles to ignite and
burn on the propellant surface, at temperatures muck lower than have
usually been considered likel y . This finding confi^s earlier direct
observations with th fiber-Coptic technique) and supports the theoretical
hypothesis that surface-zone heat release is an important factor in non-
stead; combustion.
B. Rapid Pressurization Studies
To obtain inforuation concerning L h e parameters that govern the
transient response of the solid propellant comi3ustio,. mechanism, a series
of rapid pressurization experiments was undertaken. Because the transient
burning rate response is diffic •ilt to measure experimentally, these ex-
periments were designed to provide • measure of the transient burning
rate through the behavior or the transient pressure. Such an experiment
must provide an environment in Mich the maser addition from the propellant
surface during the transient period is a},)reciable in comparison to the
maEs initially contained it, the chamber. Co provide such an environment,
a small-volume burner was designed and constructed under a previous con-
tract. - Two configurations of the basic '.-.:rner are shown in Fig. 8. The
diameter of the pro.,ellant sample is 3.5 in, and the initial clearance
between the burning surface and the case is 0.050 in.
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The experimental use of the burner was as follows: the propellant
sample was ignited and. allowed to reach an eouilibrium chamber pressure
with all of "the nozzles open. Usually 100 msec was allowed for this
process. The large "low-pressure ' s nozzle was then plugged, =nitiating
transition toward a new equilibrium pressure level that is determined
by the area of the "high-pressure" nozzle or nozzles. Early tests showed
that the gas generation rate of the propellant sample itself was not fast
enough to provide a transient eivironment in which a sizable burning-rate
response could be obtained. To overcome this difficulty, a pulsing tech-
nique was developed to rapidly pressurize the chamber. I The control system
and burner instrumentation used to accomplish the pulsing and to measure
the response are shown in Fig. 9.
The pulse unit was a cylinder 0.25 in, in diameter by 1.25 in. in
length with a replaceable 0.010 in. thick diaphragm used across the exit
end. Flake nitrocellulose 'ONC) was used as the gas -generating material;
during initial tests both 0.25 and 0.50 g charges wL _ tried ; see Fig. 11
and the smaller charge was finally chosen as the standard.
If some assumption is made concerning the rate of gas generation
from the pulse charge, the pressure -time history in the main chamber can
be calculated from Eqs. 19 and 20. Since it is known that the pulse time
is very short, the propellant burning rate can be assumed constant and
equal to its initial value during this time. In addition, for a first-
order calculation, it is reasonable to assume that the enthalpy ;flame
temperature) of the pulser products is equal to that of ti:.-^ combustion
products in the main chamber.
Two calculations have been carried out: '.1) a calculation based ou
the assumption that all of the pulse charge burns before the diaphragm
breaks so that there is an essentially exponential decay of mass injection
into the main chamber, and (2) a calculation based on the assumption that
the pulse charge burns continuously for a fixed time, introducing mass
27
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into the main chamber at a constant rate. The actual operation of the
pulse unit might be expected to fall between these two limits.
The first calculation gives a maximum pressure in the main chamber
of approximately 3000 psis at about 250 µsec. This result is based upon
4
an initial pressure in the pulse unit of 3 x 10 psia which gives an
initial mass flow rate of 6.2 lb/sec with a -characteristic expone.at-- 11
decay time of about 90 µsec. (Note that the initial flow rate multiplied
by the characteristic time gives the total mass burned, 0.25 g.) The
maximum pressure observed in a typical test does not exceed 750 psia.
The second calculation, based upon spreading the total mass injection
uniformly over 500 µsec, which is about the time at which the pressure is
maximized experimentally, again gives a final peak pressure of about
3000 psia. It is evident that the NC did not burn efficiently in view
of the discrepancy between the calculated and observed pressures. This
conclusion is reinforced by the fact that high-frequency oscillations
can be observed in the rising pressure transient # indicating uneven mass
injection. For this reason, during later comparison between theory and
experiment, the theoretical mass flow from the puller is adjusted to
reproduce the experimental pressure wave during the initial rise rather
than using a directly calculated pu'ser output.
Since the transient burning rate response is directly de:lendent
upon the thermal response time of the solid which- in turn depends upon
the mean burning rate and not upon the pressure, the pressurization
experiments were designed to operate between the same initial and final
mean burning rates for each propellant. The same burring rate step
corresponds to different pressure steps for each propellant because the
Experimental results of this nature are typified by those shown in
Fig, 15 ut ich is included later.
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burning rite of a given propeli.int depends upon its ingredients. There-
core, the nozzle thro.i ,
 areas urre adJUSted to give an initial mean burn-
ing rate of 0.12 in. Isec and a final ratr of approximately 0.26 in./sec.
These conditions w•.re met for all of the AP propellants, but because of
L*
 instability at the low initial burning rate, it was necessary to test
the hP propellant between an initial burning rate of 0.22 in./sec and a
final rate of 0.44 in..'sec.
The original experimental results for the Pti-271 propellant, obtained
under the previous contract, l
 arc shorn in Fig. 10. These results are
typical of those obtained for all propellants in titer absence of external
mass addition. In general, "hare is simply it smooth transition from one
pressure level to another a$ en the nozzle area is changed. Behavior
during several nozzle closures is shown in Fig. 10; the response time
increases as time proceeds because of the increasing free volume of the
combustion chamber. Only on the first closure when the volume was a
winirium is there even a hint of the oscillatory propellant response that
is observed with external mass addition.i
tthcn a puls•_ is introduced, as s,io%vn in the traces of Fig. 11, the
initial pressure rise is fast enough in comparison to the propellant
response time to induce a definite transient burning rate response which
manifests itself as a measurable oscillation in the pressure-time trace,
Tn an attempt to check the presence of possible two-dimensional
effects on the burning rate response, both circular and annular samples
of PIT-269 and PU/271 having the same burning surface area were prepared.
Initial tests in configuration A of th.- burner without pulse injection
showed that the annular sample responder! much faster than the circular
one see Fig. 12 1) . Similar results were obtained in configuration B.
To investigate this anomaly, the annular and circular samples were
burned at constant pressure in the apparatus to determine the average
30
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burning; rats for comparison with the strand burning rates of the pro-
pell.ints. Some a.ita were also obtained using larger circular samples of
fU-271. As sheen in Fig. 13, the annular samples had much higher burning
rates than the circular ones, whose rates agreed very well with measured
strand data. The results indicate the probable • presence :,f a strong sec-
ondary flow field which is highly erosive. Since the experiment was in-
strumented With high-frequency response transducers, the data were searched
for Standing and /or traveling pressure graves. A creak • 7 p. i peak to
prak" gave with a frequency or approximately 11 kHz was discovered.
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However, the wav y existed for all sample sL.apes and did not materially
affect the burning rates of the circular samples. The conclusion must
be that reliable data can only be obtained from circular samples that
:apparently do net induce strong secondary flows. The data obtained from
circular samples are considered reliable because of the good agreement
with strand burning rate data.
To minimize two-dimensional effects and introduce circular symmetry
during the response process, the burner was modified as shown in Fig. 14.
The nozzle +fiat establishes low-pressure operation is plugged with the
nozzle for high-pressure operation. The timing of the pulse initiation
<	 is accomplished by using the time of contact of the two nozzles. This
configuration, termed configuration C, was used during the remainder of
the pressurization tests. The standard pulse charge used was 1/4 g of
nitrocellulose. The initial free volume of the bur:.er was approximately
0.75 in., 3 including the volume of the nozzle up to the throat.
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Figure 14 IMPROVED BURNER FOR PRESSURIZATION STUDIES (Configuration C)
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The results shown in Fig. 15 for the catalyzed and uncatalyzed AP
propellants represent typical response characteristics. The burning rate
lags the initial rapid rise in pressure and responds in an oscillatory
m-inner as time proceeds. This response is similar to that of a second-
order spring-mass system ('riven by an impulsive load.
A comparison of the response characteristics of an AP propellant
PU-269) and the KP propellant ', PU-272) is shown in Figs. 16a and 16b
which depict Jiff--ent time scales. It is evident that the im propellant
burning rate followed the step increase in pressure more closely than did
the• AP propell.arct burning rate. In :act, the peak value was maintained,
fur severa l. milliseconds before the pressure began to drop.
For the response measurement to be successful the free •volume of the
combustion chamber must be small, so that the characteristic time of the
chamber is small compares: wi ,.h that of the propellant. In Fig. 17, the
results of two tests employing the uncatalyzed AP propellant PU-269)
are shorn. To obtain the top picture, the propellant sample was allowed
to burn for 300 rather than 100 msec at the low pressure before being
pulses; in this case, the chamber volume was too large and the burning
rate response e:as overshadow'cd by the chamber response. The responses
of the plain and catalyzed AP propellants were obtained with an initial
pressure of 90 psia 'r i
 = 0.12 in./sec), but it was necessary ,o obtain
the KP propellant response with an initial pressure of 165 psia 'r =i
0.22 in./sec`; to prevent L^ Instability. The aluminized AP propellant
`PU-281) could not be studied because of oxide plugging problems in the
Nigh pressure nozzl ,..) The results showed that the KP propellants re-
sponded much more rapidly tc the applied pressure pulse than did the AP
Mies. a simple calculation of the thormal response time of the solid
pf:n:ie. neglecting the influence of surfaee--coupled heat release, shows
that this tin+ • is inversely proporti•.nal to the square of the burning
rate. This initially implies that the KP response should indeed have
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been faster than the AP resr-onse because its initial burning rate was
nearly twice as large.
To shed more light on the result, the response of PU-269 to a pres-
sure pulse was obtained beginning with an initial pressure Gf 255 psis
r • = 0.2 in./sec). The result is shown in Fig. 18; along with the re-
IL
sponses previously shown for PU-269 and PU-272. A comparison of the two
AP tests shows that the rise time was slower with the higher initial
pressure, but that a definite oscillatory response wz-z obtained even
with the faster thermal response time of the solid phase. In addition,
and perhaps more important, Fig. 19 definitely establishes the behavioral
differences of AP and KP propellants.
These results help to support the idea that the thermal response
time of the solid does not by itself govern the transient response.
Instead, the major governing factor is the presence or absence of surface-
coupled heat release. As the initial pressure is increased for the PU-269
AP propellant, for example, its inherent capacity to respond (as measured
by the thermal response time) is augmented, but the fracti.)n of surface-
coupled heat release is also increased (see Theoretical Studies section),
giving rise to a transient rcaponse that varies remarkably li:t:le with
changes in initial burning rate.
C. Extinction Studies
Two variables were of major interest in these experimental studies:
{1}the depressuriza t ion rate required for extinction above the lower
deflagration limit; and 1.2) ^he total pressure drop required at each
rate that leads to extinction. The two variables are obviously inter-
related, i.e., the'slowEr the depressurization rate the Larger the pres-
sure drop required for extinction. However, it has been known for some
time that even if the depressurization rate has a very large value
41
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Figure 18 TRANSIENT RESPONSES OF TYPICAL 80-20 AP (PU-269 AND KP (PU-272)
PROPELLANTS (Base pre — ire atmospheric)
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(several million psi/sec) a sizable press t.'re drop is still required for
the extinction of an AP propellant.
The four propellants described previously, three AP and one KP,
were used for depressurization studies with two Lack pressures, atmos-
pheric and approximately 165 psia used for most of the studies. Here
the back pressure icr defined at the outlet of the nozzle and in the
ullage tank behind the diaphragm. n schematic view of the apparatus
used is shown in Fig. 19. The apparatus is built around the same end
burner that was used in the pressurization studies described previously
with the primary nozzle moved to the side; it holds a 3.25-inch-diameter
propellant disk. Quick opening of the chamber is obtained by puncturing
the diaphragm. Nitrogen gas is used in the ullage tank to provide the
desired backpressure; the volume of the tank is large enough to prevent
any rise in mean pressure during the experiment.
Preliminary results from tests with the PU-269 AP propellant are
given in :ig. 20. The initial chamber pressure was about 445 psia
rrhe figure shows gage pressures) and the three back pressures for the
runs shown were 115, 15, and 0.02 psia. The initial depressurization
rate was approximately 8 X 10 psi/sec in all three cases, because all
backpressures were too low to influ ,	the initial rate. The propellant
extinguished in all cases, although reignition subsequently occurred
from 2 to 4 sec later.
Note that a plateau occurs in each pressure curve at approximately
300 psia. This plateau is believed to be associated with the extinction
process, indicating that a pressure drop of at least 150 psi is required
to obtain extinction with the given initial conditions. However, this
plateau did not always appear in the pressure-time trace, as will be
seen presently. In general, there is no exact method for d-termining
the motor pressure at extinction.
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Figure 21 shows the wave behavior observed in the chamber after
cstinction is complt-4c. I%li(- , n the diaphragm is broken, an expansion wave
travels Forward into the combustion chamber and a shock wave travels
rearward into the ullage tank. The wave pattern observed, which has a
charact ristic time of about. 5 cosec, is created by the passage of the
shock wave back and forth in the chamber. The wave cannot influence tht•
ex'inction process but may have a hearing on events leading to the re-
ignition which often occur: several secon . s later. The higher frequency
eaves superimposed on the shock structure have a period corresponding
approximately to the diameter of the burner and may be produc-a initially
by unsymmetrical diaphragm break ige.
During the initial depressurization tests of the 80/20 AP propellant
,PU-269), rcignition was observed to occur for the two tests at back
pressures of 115 and 15 ;,si. However, rcignition did not occur in the
test at a back p-essure of 0.02 psi, which was originally detected when
it was observed that no propellant remained in the test chamber after
the test. A later exami-__.tion o!' the recorded pressure traces spanning
the total test time showed tint the delay time before the onset of re-
ignition is a function of the back pressure.
Figure 22 gives tae traces for the two tests resultinrr in the re-
ignition mentioned above. Mien the back pressure was 115 psi, the tirue
to rcignition v-as approximately 1 sec, lengthening to about 3 . 5 sec when
the back pressure was atmospheric. Bee ise the primary nozzle on the
apparatus Was vented to the atmosphere (the volume behind the diaphragm
wa= pressurized with nitrogen„ it appeared that reignition might have
been promoted by either the presence of oxygen in the combustion chamber
;especially when the back pressure was atmospheric) or by the continuous
Fletcher l  was cunong the first to notice t`- , ^ influence of oxygen on
reignit ion.
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Figure 22	 REIGNITION OF AN 80/20 AP PROPELLANT (PU-269; base pressure atmospheric)
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flock oxer the brain surface. For this 2 • eas-11 the apparatus . 1'4 n:odiflud
by attachin; a large tank lame enough to riaint^tir. c<,nstant pressurk^
during the entire test time '
 to thc' exit of the nozzle. For am- given
test this tank is pressurized %,:ith nitrogen to the same pressure as the
volume behind the diaphragm. The uniform back pressure then ensures
stagnant coaditicnts in the combustion chamber after depressurization,
eliminating any inf lox or outflow through the primary nozzle :rd pre•.ents
any atmospheric oxygen from entering the chamber.
After the collection tank %%-as connected, a systematic stt:dy as
cirri+_d out on each of the four propellants to deteri,:ine the critical
depressurization rate required for extinction. The initial pressure for
the first series of tests ,:as held at about 600 psi and i?te back p..c„ui^c
at 1 atm nitrogen'. Figure 23 sho% ,.s the pressure trace_ obtained at
short and long times for Pti-269 ;=ith atmospheric back pressure as the
throat area ratio total throat area after diaphragm rupture initial
throat area decreases from 75 to 2.8. Note that hen A A is 5,6
t t
extinction occurs, t:hile when A 'A i 2,£ it does not. This behavior
t t
prompted a further test :cith a value of 3.9 for the throat aura ratio;
the result is shorn in the last sequence of Fig, 23. The undershoot in
pressure and the subsequent recovery indicates that this value of A A'
t	 t
i
is near the critical one.
The short-time pressure histories for these runs are sho: ,:n in Fig. 21.
A straight line indicates an exponential decay. It can be seen that the
pressure decay curves for the three lowest depressurization rates etihibit
a break. A cur ed line 1.ith its slope changing in the same direction is
predicted by the model, as will be shotcn later. The time constants for
the initial depressurization are given in Fig. 24 and plotted in Fig. 25
as a function of throat area ratio. The curvature of Fig. 25 is caused
by the complicated burning rate behavior during' depressurization; if the
'19
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Figure 25 DECAY CONSTANT AS A FUNCTION OF THROAT AREA RATIO (PU-269)
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burning rate were constant during the process, the pressure would be
governed by a linear equation; making the time constant a linear function
of the throat area ratio.
Pressure traces that bracket the critical depressurization rate for
PU-269 propellant with a back pressure of 165 psia are shown in fig. 26.
The upper trace represents a rate that did not e^ctingu:sh the propellant
while the pressure trace shown in the lower curve did lead to extinction.
In this case the baseline pressure at the bottom of the photographs is
165 psia. The curve leading to extinction appears to exhibit a ?,lat^au
in the vicinity of 465 psia, but this may not be significant because of
the general raggedness of the curve.
Note that a much larger throat area ratio (and, therefore, initial
depressurization rate) is required to extinguish the propellant at the
higher back pressure. This is true because the back pressure level in-
fluences the shape of the depressurization curve during its latter stages
when the nozzle area unchokes; if extinction does not occur before this
time, the propellant burning rate has a chance to recover. For v = 1.:;
which is a characteristic value for most solid propellants, thf• presf•Jre
ratio at which the nozzle unchokes is 1.77. # Thus, with a back pressure
of 150 psia, unchoking occurs at 290 psia. This pressure gives the pro-
pellant less chance to extinguish, thereby requiring a higher initial
depressurization rate.
7 grly in the depressurization test series, a photocell was installed
in the end burner in an attempt to monitor the extinction process.
In general, the critical pressure ratio across a nozzle is given by
Y
per _	 Y + 1 
Y-1
P	 2
a
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A typical result is shown in Fig. 27. It can be seen that the dec,'ine
in intensity is much slower than the decline in the pressure and that a
second peat: occurs at a later time (7 msec). The slow decline in intensity
is caused by the poor frequency response characteristics of the photocell,
and its output is further complicated by clouding of the lens. The reason
for the later peak is unknown at this time. Because only crude qualita-
tive knowledge could be obtained from the photocell at best, no further
tests were carried out with it.
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Figure 27 COMPARISON OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCER AND PHOTOCELL OUTPUTS (PU-269)
Figures 28 and 29 give the results obtained during depressurization
tests of the iron oxide propellant (PU-271j. Approximately the same area
ratio was required for extinction at atmospheric pressure as for the
standard PU-269 propellant, even though the initial burning rate was
higher. At a back pressure of 115 psia, however, where the steady-state
burning rate of PU-271 is approximately equal to that of PU-269 at 165
psia, a much smaller area ratio was required to extinguish the iron oxide
propellant. Results at both back pressures indica a that iron oxide
59
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Figure 28 EXTINCTION OF A CATALYZED AP PROPELLANT (PU-271) WITH ATMOSPHERIC
BACK PRESSURE (Base pressure atmospheric)
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enhances the capability of extinction. The detailed role of iron oxide
in the overall burning process is not well understood; results seem to
indicate that it may influence the surface-coupled reactions.
Figures 30 and 31 show extinction results for the aluminized pro-
pellant (PU-281). Its burning rate/pressure dependence is nearly the
same as that of PU-269 (see Fig. 1) and at atmospheric back pressure it
can be extinguished with nearly the same throat area change. At a back
pressure of 115 -sia, however, it was impossible to extinguish the pro-
pellant with the largest throat area ratio available (the diaphragm
diameter was limited to a maximum value of 2.5 in.). This result im-
plies that the transient behavior of PU-281 must be quite different from
that of PU-269 during the initial stage of depressurization.
Figures 32 and 33 show the extinction behavior of the one KP pro-
pellant tested. At atmospheric pressure a somewhat larger area ratio
was required for extinction than was the case for PU-269. At a back
pressure of 115 psia extinction was impossible for this propellant, as
for PU-281.
Reduced pressure traces are presented in Figs. 34 through 37 in
terms of log(p/p , ) versus tire for all of the runs at both high and low
back pressure. Most of the depressurization curves exhibit a break in
the slope when the pressure falls to 0.3 to 0.4 of the initial value.
A straight line on the semilogarithmic plot implies an exponential decay 	 -
of pressure, and a change in the slope of this line indicates a change
in the decay constant. If the burning rate and the flame temperature
remained constant, the decay constant would be truly constant, as it is
initially (see Eqs. 19 and 20). The change that does occur in the slope
is a reflection of the burning rate and flame temperature responses, as
will be shown in the next section.
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Figure 31 EXTINCTION OF AN ALUMINIZED AP PROPELLANT (PL'-281) WITH ATMOSPHERIC
BACK PRESSURE (Base pressure equal to back pressure)
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Figure 32 EXTINCTION OF AN 80/20 KP PROPELLANT (PU-272) WITH ATMOSPHERIC
BACK PRESSURE (Base pressure atmospheric)
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Figure 34 DEPRESSURIZATION HISTORY OF AN 80/20 AP PROPELLANT (PU-269)
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Figure 35 DEPRESSURIZATION HISTORY OF A CATALYZED AP PROPELLANT (PU-271)
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Figure 36 DEPRESSURIZATION HISTORY OF AN ALUMINIZED AP PROPELLANT (PU-281)
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More order can be introduced into the depressurization results py
replotting the initial behavior of p/p , versus a nondimensional time
i
t/T , where 'r is the thermal response time of the solid given by
P	 p
T - K/r 2
P	 i
Use of this characteristic time as a nondimensionalizat ion parameter
allows a direct comparison of the relative ease of extinguishment of the
different propellant formulations. The data are presented in this form
in Figs. 38 and 39.
Figure 38 shows the results obtained at the lower back pressure of
15 psia. Although there is a relatively wide band between the extinction
and nonextinction curves for each propellant with considerable overlap
among the propellants, a close examination of Figs. 23 and 28 through 33
shows that the nonextinction curves must be relatively close to the ex-
tinction limit because of the observed undershoot in pressure. On this
basis, one could rate the four propellants from easiest to most difficult
to extinguish in the order PU-281, PU-271, PU -272, and PU-269. The two
middle formulations appear to require nearly the same initial depressur-
ization rate to reach extinction.
This ordering is reinforced by an examination of Fig. 39 which shows
the high back pressure results. Here two back pressures were used,
165 psia for the PU-269 propellant and 115 psia for the PU-271 and PU-272
propellants, in anticipation of the fact that the firal burning rate could
have an effect on the results through the final thermal response time.
Here again it appears that PU-271 and PU-272 require nearly the same
initial rates to reach extinction, while PU-269 requires a significantly
higher depressurization rate. (PU-281 is not included here because of
the odd shape obtained for its depressurization curve in Fig. 36.)
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Figure 38 NONDIMENSIONAL DEPRESSURIZATION BEHAVIOR WITH ATMOSPHERIC BACK
PRESSURE
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Figure 39 NONDIMENSIONAL DEPRESSURIZATION BEHAVIOR WITH AN ELEVATED BACK PRESSURE
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The ordering obtained above in relative ease of extinguishability
leads to some interesting speculations. First, in comparing the basic
AP propellant (PU-269) and the basic KP propellant (PU-272), one would
expect the former to be more difficult to extinguish because of its
greater proportion of surface-coupled heat release. The aluminized pro-
pellant, PU-281, had nearly the same burning rate-pressure dependence
as PU-269 (see Fig. 1), but required a lower depressurization rate for
extinction. Previous traveling wave instability studies indicated that
the only effect of aluminum was traceable to its effect on the burning
rate. On this basis, one would expect PU-269 and PU-281 to exhibit
similar extinction behavior, but they do not. The same remarks can be
made about the iron oxide catalyzed propellant (PU-271) that also ex-
tinguishes more readily than PU-269. Obviously, more subtle effects,
probably traceable to chemical kinetics, are at work. For the two
simplest 80/20 propellants, however, the concept that the presence of
surface-coupled heat release makes extinction more difficult appears to
be borne out.
Extinction runs were made in tubular geometry with the PU-269 and
PU-281 propellants. The length of the grains was 11.5 in. and two
diameters were tested for each propellant, 1 in. and 1.5 in. The PU-271
and PU-272 formulations could not be tested in the apparatus because
their higher burning rates at a given pressure require a nozzle area so
large that the area ratio corresponding to the largest available dia-
phragm size (2.5 in.) would not be large enough to induce extinction.
All tests were carried out with atmospheric back pressure.
The pressure traces obtained appear photographically in Figs. 40
through 43, the reduced data are given in Figs. 44 and 45, and the non-
dimensional behavior in terms of propell.-'t response time is shown in
Fig. 46. The extinction process in a tubular grain is fundamentally
different from that in an end burner because the expansion wave sweeps
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Figure 40 EXTINCTION OF A 1.0-in. ID TUBULAR GRAIN OF AN 80/20 AP PROPELLANT
(PU-269) WITH ATMOSPHERIC BACK PRESSURE (Base pressure atmospheric)
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Figure 41 EXTINCTION OF A 1.5-in. ID TUBULAR GRAIN OF AN 80/20 AP PROPELLANT
(PU-269) WITH ATMOSPHERIC BACK PRESSURE (Base pressure atmospheric)
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Figure 42 EXTINCTION OF A 1.0-in. ID ALUMINIZED AP (PU-281) TUBULAR GRAIN WITH
ATMOSPHERIC BACK PRESSURE (Base pressure atmospheric)
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Figure 43 EXTINCTION OF A 1.5-in. ID ALUMINIZED AP (PU-281) TUBULAR GRAIN WITH
ATMOSPHERIC BACK PRESSURE (Base pressure atmospheric)
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Figure 44 DEPRESSURIZATION HISTORY OF TUBULAR 80/20 AP GRAINS (PU-269)
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Figure 45 DEPRESSURIZATION HISTORY OF TUBULAR ALUMINIZED AP GRAINS (PU-281)
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Figure 46 NONDIMENSIONAL DEPRESSURIZATION BEHAVIOR IN TUBULAR GRAINS
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along the surface o-^ a tubular grain and does not affect the entire pro-
pellant surface sin.iltaneously. In addition, waves will sweep back and
forth in the tubular chamber during the depressurization process. In
this case, however, the time required for an expansion wave to traverse
the 1-ft-long chamber is on the order of 0.3 msec, which is short com-
pared to the ch"racteristic time of the depressurization wave.
Both 1 in. and 1.5 in. internal diameters were used to determine
whether there was a first-order effect of steady-state erosive burning
on the depressurization rate required for extinction. The Mach number
at the end of the 1 in. performation was approximately 0.1, giving a
steady state burning rate increase of approximately 20 percent over the
nonerosive value. Smaller diameter grains, which would give a greater
steady-state erosive effect. were considered but not used because cal-
culations showed that the area ratio required for their extinction ex-
ceeded the port-to-throat ratio of the grain.
The nondimensional results, shown in Fig. 46, indicate that both
grain sizes had similar extinction characteristics. A comparison with
Fig. 38 shows, in addition, that the trends of tubular results agree well
with the results obtained in the end burner. It again appears that PU-281
is somewhat more easily extinguished than PU-269. A lower depressuriza-
tion rate was required in the end burner (solid points) because of its
higher value of V/Ab.
The photographic results shown in Fig. 12 are also of interest be-
cause the middle of the three tests (Test 35''t) shows reignition to occur
about 1.5 seconds after extinction. To obtain more information about the
time to reignition, a series of tests was carried out in the end burner
using PU-269 and PU-281. Typical results for PU-269 are shown photo-
graphically in Fig. 47; similar results were obtained for PU-281.
A plot of reignition time versus back pressure is shown in :ig. 48.
The aluminized propellant, rU-281, exhibits a shorter time to reignition
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than the standard PU-269 propellant. In general, most of the tubular
runs at atmospheric back pressure did not result in reignition. One
test that d,d show reignition, Test 357t, was apparently extinguished
at very close to the critical depressurization rate. In this case the
tubular grain required more time to reignite, presumably because there
was less incident radiation frcm the hardware.
The reignition time decreases significantly with increasing pressure,
as would be expected. The mechanism of reignition is not known in detail
at this time, but probably involves the formation of hot spots on the
surface; the presence of aluminum in PU-281 may provide the heat transfer
required to begin thi Q process. It is also apparent from the tubular
results that the point at which the propellant is extinguished during
the depressurization process affects subsequent reignition. If the
depressurization rate is close to the critical rate, so that the pro-
pellant barely extinguishes, it will be prone to reignition. On the
other hand, if the depressurization rate greatly exceeds the critical
value, reignition will probably not occur in a tubular grain. A possible
criterion for reignition may be the amount of energy stored in the thermal
profile at the end of the de pressurization process. Further studies to
delineate this point would be useful.
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IV. COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIIENTS
The theoretical model described earlier in the report predicts that
the effect of surface-coupled heat release will be to make extinction
more difficult because of th- inherent thermal lag associated with the
relaxation of the thermal profile in the solid phase. Thus, the model
predicts that an AP propellant, with which significant surface-coupled
heat release is associated, should be harder to extinguish than a KP
propellant that has little surface-coupled heat release. In addition,
the responses of the two p:--pellants should differ during rapid pressur-
ization e:cperiments.
A. Rapid Pressurization Results
Figure 49 shows the calculated response of PU-269 to a given initial
pressure rise for various values of the ratio of chamber volume to burn-
ing surface area. As the free volume decreases, the peak in the response
curve increases, as one would expect. Of greater interest is the fact
that no oscillation is observed in the pressure, contrary to the experi-
mental results which were conducted at an average free-volume-to-surface-
area ratio of 0.060.
The experimental data presented earlier for the PU-269 propellant
response to external pressurization a:_- shown in nondimensional form in
Figs. 50 and 51. Several computer-generated responses are also shown in
each figure. In each case, Curve 1 represents the quasi-steady response
that would be obtained if the burning rate followed the instantaneous
-ressure according to the steady-state burning rate law, Curve 2
response that would be obtained by changing the nozzle area with
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external mass injection, and Curve 3 is the response that would be ob-
tained with external mass injection. Figure 50 indica-ces that the burn-
ing rate response is too rapid, giving rise to a broad pressure peak
followed by a relatively slow decay as compared to the experimental curve
that has a sharp pressure peak followed by a relatively fast decay and an
oscillation. The same general behavior is noted in Fig. 51; the results
shown here indicate that the real propellant response does exceed the
quasi-steady response, but by a lesser amount than is predicted by the
model.
One calculation was also made with the input conditions shown in
Fig. 50 and the assumption that the instantaneous gas-phase heat release
depends upon the instantaneous pressure rather than the instantaneous
surface-coupled heat release. The results are shown by the dashed curve
of Fig. 50, labeled as Curve 4. The small difference between Curves 3
and 4 clearly shows that such an assumption does not improve the agree-
ment between the calculated and measured responses.
To compare the current SRI theory with that of Krier et al., 
14
(referred to in the literature as the KTSS model), the burning rate
response to a 1% step in pressure was calculated. As Culick" has
pointed out, all perturbation models of the burning rate response to
an infinitesimal pressure change reduce to the same form. Thus, a com-
Narison of the SRI and KTSS responses to the 1% pressure change allows
the evaluation of the constant H, which is the ratio of surface-to-total,
that appears in the KTSS model.
Figure 52 shows the calculated response of both models to a 1% in-
crease in the pressure. Predictions of the SRI mode are shown by the
solid lines for n l = 0 (constant flame temperature), n l = 0.05 (correct
variation of flame temperature, and n l = 0.1, where in the steady State
T 	 r#nl
f
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Figure 52 PROPELLANT RESPONSE TO A 1-PERCENT STEP CHANGE IN THE CHAMBER
PRESSURE (PU-269)
Also shown are predictions of the KTSS model for values of H equal to
0.5, 0.65, 0.68, and 0.70 (Summerfield suggests that H = 0.75 for real
propellants). The interesting thing to note is that the response for
H = 0.65 corresponds exactly to the response for n  = 0 in the current
theory and that an increasing value of H corresponds to an increasing
value of nI' That is, an increasing dependence of flame temperature
(i.e., total heat release) on pressure in the SRI model corresponds to
an increasing ratio of surface-to-total hea t release in the KTTS model.
It appears from these results that H = 0.665 would correspond closely
to n I = 0.05, the value that was used in the SRI model.
A pressurization response calculation using the KTSS model with
H = 0.665 is shown in Fig. 53 with the SRI calculations and measurements
originally shown in Fig. 50. It is evident that the KTSS model also
overestimates the propellant burning rate but to a greater degree than
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Figure 53 COMPARISON CF TWO THEORIES WITH OBSERVED PRESSURIZATION RESPONSE
(PU-269)
the SRI model. The solution appears to be approaching a steady-state
oscillation of large amplitude. Note also that no evidence of the cal-
culated second peak appears in the data (see also Figs. 50 and 51).
It appears that neither model is very successful in predicting the
real response. Even when the steady state is modeled precisely, the
question of exactly how to force the model to transition from one steady
state to another is not really settled. 	 3
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B. Extir(( tion Results
The response to rapid depressurization shown by the model is con-
sistent with the above findings, being more rapid than is observed ex-
perimentally. For example, Fig. 54 shows a comparison between the
calculated and observed behavior of PU-269, the standard AP propellant.
The model predicts that extinction will occur with a smaller depressur-
ization rate than is required experimentally. It is again evident that
the response mechanism should be modified in some way to make it less
severe.
Figure .54 also shows that the decrease in burning rate toward ex-
tinction which is predicted by the model is very rapid after some critical
point is reached. This must be associated with the behavior of the wall
temperature that is in turn dependent upon the heat transfer from the
gas-phase and surface-coupled reactions in a complicated way.
The extinction response of the standard KP propellant, PU-272, is
shown in Fig. 55. Again the model predicts extinction at a lower de-
pressurization rate than required in the experiments. In this case the
burning rate begins to decay more rapidly at first instead of exhibiting
the sharp dropoff observed in the AP calculations. This is expected
because practically all of the heat release occurs in the gas phase and
it is tacitly assumed in the theory that the gas-phase response time is
negligible. This more rapid gas phase response shows up vividly in the
computed time required for the burning rate to go to extinction; note
that the time scale covers an order of magnitude less time in the KP
case than in the previous AP case. Thus, predicted extinction occurs
when the chamber pressure has dropped only a fev, percent.
Figure 56 compares the predicted responses of both the SRI and
KTSS models with the observed extinction behavior of the standard 80/20
AP propellant (PU-269. For an initial depressurization rate of 50,000
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psi/sec the SRI mode l pred 4 ets extinction whereas the KTSS model does not.
At 100,000 psi/sec, both models predict extinction. (Fig. 54 shows that
100,000 psi/sec did not lead to extinction experimentally,)
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V. CONCLUDING RE&LARKS
The development of the SRI combustion model over a period of time
has emphasized the important role of surface-coupled heat rel-ase, i.e.,
heat release tied to the surface temperature rather than the flame tem-
perature. Early differential thermal analysis (DTA) measurements showed
that AP-based propellants have a significantly greater proportion of
surface-coupled heat release than KP-based propellants and thus should
be more prone to instability and more difficult to extinguish by rapid
depressurization. Experimental studies carried out on another program
showed that axial-mode traveling wave instability could be induced with
AP propellants, but not KP propellants.2
With his information the development of the model began with the
assumption of constant gas-phase heat release and increasing surface-
coupled heat release with increasing pressure. The results showed that
the burning rate response was definitely increased with the addition of
surface-coupled reactions, but that an unrealistic change in flame tem-
perature with pressur:- was observed. In addition, there was no provision
available for describing the proper change of steady-state burning rate 	
a
with pressure. As Cviicl 1	has pointed out, all perturbation models of
the burning rate response to an infinitesim:;l change in pressure reduce
to the same result; all available models up to this time have also shared 	
:i3
the distinction of being unable to describe the correct steady-state burn- 	 33
ing rate and flame temperature behavior. ('owever, the SRI model was con-
sistent with experimental observations of axial-mode instability in the
sense that it showed that sufficient energy is available to drive the wave
109
only if the frequency of the wave is near the frequencv of maximum pro-
pellant response and if that response is large enougi.
It was the purpose of this program to modify the model so that it
%ould follow the observed burning rate and flame temperature behavior of
any chosen real propellant. When this had been accomplished, it was
found that the general features of the model agreed with experimental
trends in the sense that both the model and the experimental tests showed
that a KP propellant is more easily extinguished by rapid depressuriza-
tion than an AP propella!	 It was also discovered, however, that the
predicted burning rate response of the iodel is larger than that observed
experimentally.
The central problem in further refinement of the model is the con-
sideration of how the total heat release, the sum of the gas-phase and
surface-coupled contributions, varies through th_ transient change from
one steady-state to another. The variation of transient total heat re-
lease chosen in the current study overestimated the propellant response.
Future studies should be analytical i p nature, devoted to other possible
variations of the total heat release through the transient period, until
better agreement is obtained with available data.
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Appendix A
THEORETICAL COMBUSTION MODEL FOR
TRANSIENT BURNING OF A SOLID PROPELLANT
Formulation of the Combustion Model
As a means of review, the derivation of the mathematical formulation
of the SRI combustion model ,2 is summarized below.
The chief assumptions made in the analysis are the following:
(a) the gas-phase reactions can be represented in terms of a single re-
action of arbitrary order that obeys Arrhenius kinetics and responds in-
stantaneously to pressure and temperature disturbances (i.e., time-
dependent terms are omitted in the gas-phase equations); (b) the Lewis
number is unity in the gas phase; (c) surface pyrolysis and surface-
coupled exothermic or endothermic reactions follow Arrhenius laws; and
(d) the solid phase is essentially homogeneous with temperature-independent
transport properties. For typical propellants, assumption (a) is valid
for chamber pressure changes with a time constant on the order of 0.1 msee
or greater. Most of the transient problems of greatest interest in com-
bustion instability and extinction fall within this regime.
As assumption (b) implies, the pyrolysis and surface-coupled re-
actions are assumed to occur in a surface layer of negligible thickness
relative to the penetration depth of the temperature profile. It is dif-
ficult to evaluate the quantitative effect of assumptions (b) ; (c), and
(d). However, it is important to remember that all analyses of this kind
unavoidably rely on a highly simplified picture of the complex combustion
process. Within this contest, those assumptions are fully justified and
3
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F	 f
1
even necessary, because they permit a simplified mathematical formulation
that is consistent with the underlying concepts.
The formulation begins with the equation governing heat conduction
in the solid phase beyond the surface reaction zone:
a = r(t) ax + K a2xe
	
(Al)A
The propellant pyrolysis at the wall is assumed to follow an Arrhenius
law, so that the burning rate is related to wall temperature as follows:
r = ae 
-E /RT
w 	 (A2)
The following boundary condition is imposed upon the temperature:
x	 T — T	 (A3)
0
The remaining boundary condition is obtained through an energy-flux bal-
ance at the gas-solid interface. The net heat conducted into the unre-
acted solid propellant from the interface at the plane x = 0 is
-	 ^Tr aT
	
k ! ax 	
-k ax )	 - Ps rhg + Ps zh s + Q1I + Qll	 (A4)
w	 g,
a• 	w
	 w
The first terpi on the right-hand side of the equality sign represents the
energy coming from the gas phase; the second, the energy carried into the
gas with the vaporizing propellant; the third, the energy carried by con-
vection from the unreacted solid phase into the interface; the fourin,
the energy released ^pusitive) in surface -coupled heterogeneo >> •s decompo-
sition reactions whose reaction rates depend upon the local gas-phase
density; and the lost, the ercrgy released in solid-phase surface reactions
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with rates that are independent of gas-phase conditions. It is conven-
ient to rewrite this expression as follows:I
	
aT	 aT
/
	
-k ax
	
= -k ax
	 + Psr[(cs - cp ) Tw 
L] + QH + QD	(A5)
w	 g
w
Denison and Baum 6 have obtained a solution to the gas-phase conser-
vation equations by assuming that the complex gaseous reaction process
can be represented by a single-step reaction of order n, where in some
cases n may not oe an integer. We have retained their gas-phase solution,
which yields the following expression for t;ie heat flux from the gas
phase to the wall:
-k( 6T
	
=I	 Psr[sr Q r - cp (Tf - Tw )]	 (A6)
g	 w
w
This solution also relates the instantaneous flow of the reactant into
the gaseous reaction zone, p
s 
r, to the instantaneous gas-phase reaction
rate so that:
r = Cp nor t
/2)+le-Ef/2RTf	
(A7)
It is important to recall that Denison and Baum realized that with
C, n, and E  constant Eq. A7 provides only an indica + ion of the tempera-
ture and pressure dependence and cannot predict the proper burning rate
beha for it the steady state. This was excused in their perturbation
analysis on the grounds that the change in the mean burning rate
be negitgible (of second order) in the presence of a small oscill
If Eq. A7, the measured burning rate 'jehavior, and the calcu
thermochemical flame temperature behavior are all to be satisfied
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a
of the parameters C, n, and E  must be treated as a variable. Previous
studies of traveling wave instability phenomena have shown that the
linear parameter
c T
	
p f i	 1
CYO
 = cT -T	 Es wo)	 f	
(AS)
	
i	 n	 i
L + 2 + 2RTf
i
must decrease with increasing pressure. This can only occur if either
n or E  increases with increasing pressure since T  typically increases
with pressure more than the difference (T - T ). Since most propellants
w	 o
of interest, particularly AP propellants, exhibit a decreasing rate of
burning rate increase as the pressure is increased, Eq. A7 clearly shows
that Ef , and not n, must be treated as the variable that increases with
pressure. Therefore n and C have been treated as constants in the ana-
lytical formulation, with E
f 
allowed to vary with pressure. Furthermore,
it has been assumed thsL during the transient mode of operation, E
f 
is a
unction of transient pressure only (independent of transient flame tem-
perature). The mechanics of t..e introduction of a variable E  into the
combustion model are discussed in Appendix B.
The above derivation assumes that the surface-coupled reactions oc-
cur in a thin zone, so that the surface heat release acts as a boundary
condition on the solid phase. To derive a suitable kinetics description,
the solid propellant can be thought of as containing possible reaction
sites such that
P rX = number of sites which
s
undergo reaction per
unit area of reaction
zone per unit time
where X is the number of sites that undergo reaction per unit mass of
material. The heterogeneous heat release can now be expressed in terms
17 .,
t4
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of the above expression in Arrhenius form as
m -EH w	
(A9)
%RT
QH ..= pS r H  (ET 
w	
e
for a pressure-sensitive reaction. The parameter X has been absorbed in
iIH , the heat-release per unit mass. It has been assumed that p s r is the
delivery rate of material to the surface zone; the remainder of the ex-
pression is assumed to represent the heat release in the delivered mate-
rial. Note that HH
 may depend upon the thicknefs of the surface reaction
zone (which is related to p
s 
r) and upon the specific character of the
pyrolysis process (which is also related ultimately to p
S 
r). For example,
one might choose to write the above kinetics expression with ( p r) y , in-
stead of p
S 
r. Then the exponent y rvould become an unknown and somewhat
indirect measure of the extent of surface reactions relative to gas-phase
reactions. However, such a modification does not significantly alter the
conclusions drawn from the analysis. Therefore, until there emerges a
more detailed understanding of the mechanism, any further complications
of this type probably are unwarranted and have not been considered.
Except for their independence of pressure, the other surface re-
actions follow a similar law:
-E /RT
D	 ,y
QD = ps rHDe
Equations A5, A6, A8, and A9 can be combined to obtain:
aT
-k	 = Pre Q - L- c (T - T) + c (T - T
3x	 s	 r r
	 p f	 o	 s w	 o
w
m -E /RT -E /RT
H D u.
+ H
p
e w+ H e
11 T D
w
(A10)
All)
Equations Al, A2, and A7, with the boundary conditions of Eqs. A3
and All, complete the mathematical representation of the combustion model
in terms of the dependent variables T , T , and r. Owing to the non-
f	 w
linear character of these equations, a closed-form solution cannot gener-
ally be obtained.
Some consideration must be given to the ;;as-phase heat release Lerm,
C Q . In steady-st
r r
solid propellant is
pellant for surface
in the steady-state
ite combustion, th- net heat flux into the unreacted
equal to the energy required to condition the pro-
pyrolysis; i.e., -k(^T/6x) = p
s s	 o
rc (T -T ). Thus,
w	 w 
limit, Eq. All	 comes a simple , expression fo_ the
gas-phase flame temperature, in terms of the total heat re'2ase in the
combustion process:
m -E iRT	 -E /RT
c (T-T ^= pr[^. Q +H
	
p	
e H	 w+He D	 w-L]
p	 o	 s	 r r	 iI T	 D
w
(Al2)
The first term withir the brackets of this equation represents the heat
release associated with . .ombustion in the gas-phase flame; the next two
te.^ms describe, respectively, pressure-sensitive (heterogeneous) and
pressure-irsensitive energetic surface-coupled reactions; the last term
represents the latent heat of phase change of decomposition near the burn-
ing surface. As the burning rate decreases, so does T (see Eq. A2).
w
Thus, the magnitude of the surface-coupled heat release increases with
burning rate, and it follows fr7m E:;. Al2 that T f rises as well. For a
reasonable choice of parameters, such as E H and ED , a large change in
pressure (and therefore burning rate) may lead to a greater increase in
T  than is normally encountered w'Lth actual propellants. (composite
propellants typically exhibit a modest increase in flame temperature with
pressure up to about 200 psi, after which T  is almost constant. Double-
base propellants often have a somewhat gr#<ater depe,dence of flame tempera-
Lure on pressure in steady-state combustion.) The following brief study
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of the steady	 to combustion mechanism will reveal a method for taking
these considerations into account.
Theoretical Description of the Distribution of Heat Release in Solid
Propellant Combustion
The solid propellant combustion mechanism is illustrated in Fig. A-1.
It is convenient to envision the propellant as moving at a negative ve-
locity, equal to the burning rate, toward the surface zone (x = 0) where
pyrolysis occurs; the pyrolysis products then proceed into the gas phase 	 =
where further reactions complete the combustion and the final flame ter--
perature T is achieved. During this process the total heat release per
unit arez. of propellant surface, and per time, is p s rQ l , where QT is the
total heat of combustion of the propellant. Of this total, a portion,
p rQ , is released within a relatively narrow pyrolysis region near the
s s
surface A the solid; i.e., Q is the heat of decomposition of the pro-
s
pellant. In a typical ammonium-Perchlorate-type composite propellant,
for example, Q
s 
would be essentially the heat of decomposition of am-
monium rcrchlorate. The pyrolysis products then initiate a very complex
1
sequence of reactions, which occurs in a zone extending from the propel-
lant surface into the gas phase for whatever distance 13 required to com-
plete combustion. The thickness of the gas-phase flame zone depends on
both the total mass flux p r and the kinetics of t"ie reactions within this 	 =
s
zone. For example, as the pressure increases, the local reactant concen-
tration rises, causing an increase in the local reaction rates. Thus, at
higher pressures, the reactions are accomplished more rapidly and the
3
flame zone is thinner, as is well known.
To express the total heat release in the combustion process in terms
of the partial heat releases associated with each of the constituent re-
actions, it is usual to define a parameter E, which is essentially a meas-
ure of the " completeness" of combustion. Specifically, the concentration
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of reactants entering any given reaction plane in the flame zL.:e, such as 3
X = -Xi , is psr[l - e(xl	At the gas-solid interface, s << 1, because
the flow at that point consists almost entirely of pyrolysis products
that are available for further reactions. As the distance from the pro-
pellant surface grows large, a increases, since more and more combustion
products are present and the concentration of potential reactants is less.	 j
The position at which E = 1 marks the edge of the flame zone; i.e., when
e = 1 there are no more reactants, combustion is complete ; and the flame
temperature has been achieved.
This visualization of the combustion process leads to the following
relatively simple expression for the total heat release per unit time and
surface area:
p rQ = P rQ + p r J m H(x) [1 - E(x)] e-E(x)/RT(x) dx 	(A13)
s	 s s	 s
O
As was noted above, the concentration ;actor s is a function of x, chang-
ing from nearly zero at the propellant surface to unity at the edge of
the flame zone. In addition, the local heat of reaction, H, the local
activation energy, E, and the temperature, T, vary with x. All of these
variables depend on the specific sequence of reactions involved in the
process; at any given position x i , the quantities H and E characterize
the particular reaction occurring at that point, whereas a and T reflect
the history of reactions closer to the surface.
To perform the integration of Eq. A13 it would be necessary to as-
sume a specific reaction sequence and solve the conservation equations to
determine the concentration and temperature profiles. This would be a
formidable task, hardly justifiable or even possible in view of the lack
of data available on chemical reactions in the flame zone. Nevertheless,
Eq. A13 suggests some interesting and useful concepts for the combustion
model.
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-E 'RT
+ P rH e
	 w
s
(A14)
First, note that Eq. A13 expresses the total heat release in terms
of the constituent reactions in either steady or nonsteady combustion.
Second, note that as the general temperature level rises, as when the
burning rate or pressure increases, the integral is completed over a
shorter distance; i.e., the flame zone is thinner. Alternatively, as
the temperature increases, a greater fraction of the total heat rT ease
occurs within an art-itraril y narrow zone near the surfac,. This observa-
tion is important in nonsteady combustion, because these reactions near
the surface will be "surface-coupled," or governed primarily by the rela-
tively slow thermal response of the solid, whereas those farther out in
the flame zone will follow the much faster thermal response of the gas.
It is this aspect that led to the unique kinetics description of surface-
coupled reactions employed in the SRI theory, 1,2 as will be demonstrated
below.
These arguments allow a major simplification to be introduced into
the heat release anal y sis. This simplification is accomplished by divid-
ing the flame zone into two regions: one relatively thin zone adjacent
to the propellant surface and the other occupying the remainder of the
flame zone. Reactions in the first zone occur practically at the surface
temperature T , and in nonsteady combustion the temperature profile in
w
this region tends to be in phase with T ; i.e., it is dominated by the
W
thermal response of the solid phase. This is the zone of surface-coupled
reactions and it is characterized by the fact that e << 1. The second
zone encompasses the 1, true" gas-phase reactions, or those that follow
the faster thermal response of the gas phase. With this approach, Eq. 13
takes the following much simpler form:
	
P rQ	 = p r i Q +	 H(x) [1 -e(x)] e-E(x)/RT(x) dx^
	
s T	 s ` s
x=-6
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A comparison of Eq. A14 with Eq. Al2 shows that the last term of
Eq. A14 represents the surface-coupled heat release. This term has been
separated into two parts in the combustion model, one describing pressure-
sensitive or heterogeneous reactions, and the other those that are
pressure-insensitive. The bracketed quantity in Eq. A13 is clearly iden-
tified with Q r in Eq. Al2. If QT is known, then for any value of the
last term in Eq. A14, Q 	 which corresponds to the quantity in brackets,
r
is also known. Thus, for large excursions in the pressure or burning
rate, Q should be treated as a variable such that in the steady-state
r	 3
limit, the dependence of the flame temperature on the pressure is as pre-
dieted by thermochemical calculations. (Note that this method of ensur-
ing a correct flame-temperature behavior in the model involves only the
heats of reaction and is completely independent of the kinetics parame-
ters, such as ED and ED.)
In general, the behavior exhibited by Eq. A14 or Eq. Al2 with a
variable Qr , is as follows: As the burning rate and surface temperature
rise, the amount of surface-coupled heat releaLc increases. Normally,
the total heat release increases too, but only slightly. Therefore, Q
r
must decrease as the surface terms increase, to preserve the correct
total heat release, QT . The dependence of the surface terms on T w or on
the burning rate (see Eq. .2) is known. The dependence of the adiabatic
flame temperature,
rate or T ) is kno,
w
between QT and the
tion establishes a
and therefore of QT , on the pressure (or the burning
un from thermochemical calculations. The difference
surface terms is Q , and the thermochemical calcula-
r
unique value of Q for every value of T and the Bur-
r	 w
face terms.
It appears reasonable to assume that in nonsteady combustion, the
heat release in the gas phase, Q , will be the same as the steady-state
r
value for the same total heat release in the surface-coupled terms. Note
that this assumption does not relate Q to the instantaneous value of
--	 r
123
T or p, but to the instantaneous heat release, thereby preserving the
w
thermochemical characteristics of the propellant. In the steady-state
limit, this assumption reduces to the correct behavior, as described
above.
124
Appendix B
NEMIERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NONLINEAR THEC - ETICAL COMBUSTION MODEL
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Appendix B
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NONLINEAR THEORETICAL COMBUSTION MODEL
A complete review of the SRI solid propellant combustion model is
given in Appendix A. The mathematical description of the model begins
with the equation governing heat conduction in the solid phase beyond
the surface reaction zone:
2
a=
	
r(t) a +x	 a	 (B1)
ax
The following boundary condition is imposed upon the temperature:
T - T
0 
as x -' =	 (B2)
The remaining boundary condition is obtained through an energy-flux
balance at the gas-solid interface. The res:,lt is
_
^)-k 
'r'lT.	
psr er Qr	 I, - cp (Tf - To ) + c s ( Tw - To)
w	 w
m -E /RT
	 -E /RT
+ HH 
T	
e H w + HD  D 	
( B3)
w
The final two equations that complete the description of the basic com-
bustion models are the assumed Arrhenius propellant pyrolysis law
-E /RT
r = ae 
w w	
(B4
and the expression that relates the burning rate to the instantaneous gas-
phase reaction rate (i.e., the flame speed
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n/2	 1+n/2 -E /2RT
	f 	 f
r = Cp	 T	 e
f
Equations 131, B4, and B5 describe the behavior of the three unknowns
r, T, and T  when the time dependence of the pressur, is specified as the
input driving force. To obtain a general solution for these three unknowns,
it is convenient to nondimensionaliz^ ':he equations by defining the
variables
2
r x	 r t
jr	 i	 jF	 i	 jE	 T	 jE	 p	 ar
x -	 n	 t =	 T 
= T
	
p = p 	 r = r
wi
jt	 jr
	E H Tw -1	 ED Tw-1
m RT	 jf
T	
RT	 'E
#	 w	 j^	 w	 T	 j^	 E
# _ p	 i	 w	 i	 w	 f
Q 	 T jf e	 ,	 Q  = e	 ,	 E f = E
f
w	 i
_ EH 	 ED
M	 RT	 RT
HH 
H	 c (T - T	 T	 eSDc T - T e
s w i
	
o 
( W—ii
	 s w 	 o
Equations 131 through B5 then become
jP	 iE	 2 #
aT	 jf aT	 a T
j^ = r	 jf +( B& )
at	 ax	 axe
T	 T
0 
as x	 B7)
( 135)
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dT	 is e r 
Q r - L	 c
p 
Tf
1 *	 #
axe	
= r	 csTw	 - c s TW Tf -
To	 + ( Tµ - To)
w	 i	 1
	
c 
q^t	
C 
	
+ ( CH ^i + DQD) ( 1 - To )	 (B8)	 j{
EW Tw-1
RT
	
if	 w	 Ti	 w
	
r = e	 (M)
	
E	 # it
f T -E
i	 f f
;,n/2 *1+n/2 2RTfi T f
r	 = p	 T	 a	 (B10)f 
The quantity Q in Eq. B8 represents the heat release in the gas-
r
phase combustion zone; its transient behavior is generally unknown.
However, it is reasonable to assume that during nonsteady combustion,
the gas-phase heat release will be the same as its steady-state value
for the same total heat release in surface-coupled terms, as discussed
in Appendix A. Using this assumption, the boundary condition of Eq. B8
can be written as
	
;F	 T
	
aT	 ;t cp f i	 .3t 	#	 ^t
	
r	 (T
	
c T	 f - Tf ) + (Tw - To )	 ;Bi1)
	
ax	 s w
	
w	 i
where Tf is a fictitious flame temperature obtained from a simultaneous
solution of the equations
E	 T -1
W	 w
RT	 ^^
r	 = e 
wi	 w	
(B12)
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iF
#	
_x
Y	 = 1 - c ( B16)
i B13)Tf = Tf ( p )
_j, _*
	
r jF =	 r (p )	 (B14)
,,,jF	 „jF	 if	 #
	
SIfQH + [D%	
	 CliQ-	 + ^DQD	 (B15 )
Note that the heat conduction equation (Eq. B6) has been replaced by
Eq. B14 which represents the steady-state empirical burning rate law of
the propellant under consideration. Equation B10 has been replaced by
the thermochemical equation, Eq. B13.
To obtain a numerical solution to Eq. B6, it is necessary to trans-
form the infinite spatial coordinate x into a finite coordinate y .
The transformation
which changes 0 < x" < m into 0 < y " < 1 is most convenient because
steady-state temperature profiles are given by
T - T	 r
iF	 * = (i - y i	 {B17)
T - T
w	 o
Note that the initial steady-state profile, corresponding to r = 1,
is linear. Using transformation B16, Eq. B6 becomes
	
# 2 a
^Cyr3T	
- ( r;F -
 1 ) L 1 - y#) # + i 1 - y ) -	 ($18}
	
at	 8y
In addition,
aF	 ^
`
^T
	
aT	 ( Big)iF = il•
dy	 ax
N'	 N'
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The heat conduction equation (Eq. B18) can be solved numerically
in a number of ways. Here the implicit method of Crank and NicolsoW has
been chosen because of the relative freedom which is allowed in the choice
of the time step size relative to the distance step size. Both spatial
and temporal derivatives are replaced by finite differences, and the time
derivative evaluated at (t + 6t /2) is used to carry the solution from
t to (t + bt ), The time derivative becomes
^Yr	 T ( y , t +
 6t ) - T ( y , t )	 (B20)
at	 bt
while the space derivatives become
3T	 T (y + by ,t ) + T (y + by ,t + St )
=tt =	 ^
ay
	
46y (21)
1 (y - 6y ,t ) + T ( y - 6y ,t + 6t )
4 by
--id
8-T	 T ( y + 6y ' t ) + T ( y + 6y , t + 6t
a'	 2( 6y ) 2
T ( y - 6y ' t )	 T ( y - 6y , t + 6t ) ( B22)
+	 ^
2( 6y ) 
2
2T (y ,t ) + 2T (y ,t + 6t )
2( 6y*) 2
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it	 #
Defining k = bt and h = by , Eqs. B20 through B22 can be combined to
give the final difference equation:
* * ;e	 k	 1
2h2
 1 + 2 1 - y )2
h
I	 *2	 #
J[(1 - y ) + (r - 1}(1 - y )][T (y + h,t ) + T (y + h,t + k)]
(B23)
+ [(1 - y ) - (r - 1)(1 - y ) ][T (y - h,t ) + T (y - h,t + k) ]^
#
	
1 - 2
	
2
( 1 - Y )
+	 h	 2
	
2	
T (Y ,t
	k 	
)
#1+	 (i — y}
h
Note that the temperature at any point depends upon the temperature at
the two adjacent points at the same time; this implicitness requires an
iterative solution but assures rapid convergence for any value of the
2
c	 ratio k/h
	 Also, since tine temperature at -h is not of interest, it is
=	 convenient to combine Eqs. B21 and B23 at y = 0 to obtain
•	 k
2h	 h	 a'I
T (O,t + k) =	 k T (h,t ) + T (h,t + k)-2 1-(r - 1) 2 h -
1 + 2
	 w
h
k
1 -
+	
h2 
T ( O , t )	 (B24)k
1 + 2
h
where # is given by Eq. Bll (see Eq. B19).
-	 w
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Equations B9, B10, B11, B23, and B24 have been programmed in
FORTRAN IV language. The method of solution proceeds as follows: With
known values of p and r at time t , Eq. B10 is used to obtain the value
of T at the next time (t + k). With known values of p and T at
I x
	
of	 w
time t . QH and Q are calculated and used with Eqs. B12 through B15
to obtain TThen Eqs. Bll, B23, and B24 are solved for a new value
f
of T which is then used in Eq. B9 to obtain a new value of r 	 The
w	 ;s
known value of p and this new value of r are then used to repeat the
entire process, until no further change is noted in T
f 
or T	 This
^t
completes the calculation for one time step.
This calculational procedure assumes that the pressure is specified
as a function of tine. If t:ie pressure is specified indirectly by other
boundary conditions, additional equations will be required to complete
the solution. For a one-dimensional problem of a chamber housing an end-
burning grain, the additional equations needed to complete the definition
of the problem are the chamber continuity equation
	
p , V	 r	 * dT	 p A
	
i	 i	 1 dp	 p	 c	 '"	 t
x -	 F	 = r -	 + m	 (B25)
AbRTc as 
IT 
dt	 dt dt	
T 1/2
i	 c	 c
and the chamber energy equation
	
p 
i 
V	
r  dp	 x	 * * a 1/2
A RT Yp r.. # = r T  - p A t 
T 
c
	 + h	 (1326)
b c	 s dt
i
In the steady state, T c = Tf , but the two may differ during transient
operation.
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Appendix C
COMPUTER CODE AND REPRESENTATIVE OUTPUT FORMATS
This appendix includes a printout of the numerical program and of
two representative output formats. Comments are included throughout the
program to make its use self -explanatory. Four input formats are pro-
vided for the calculation of the burning rate response during:
1. depressurization of a chamber
2. pressurization of a chamber
z
3. depressurization with an exponential pressure decay
f
5	 4. a sinusoidal pressure variation.
Any other desired pressure-time history could easily be introduced into
the program.
Two output formats are provided, one including the temperature
profile behavior in the solid and one excluding it. The output PSTEADY*
represents the hypothetical steady-state pressure from which the gas-
phase heat release is chosen. The output Z* is the nondimensional heat
transfer at the surface.
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PHUGHAM COMH(INPUT.OuTPUT.TAPE5 n INPUT.TA P E6 NOUTPUT ) Onj
COMMON	 ..WO.W7.W4.
	 7921.
	
V9I19J5.J9.K.KS.L19L2.N.N29P59RS9U2. Y 19 002
ILPS3.EPS49EPSI.EPS2.E5.C9.JER HOR.IPLUS.	 JPRINT.CO.CaPO.RO. 001
2C1.C2.C39CS.US.P0W.N22 604
HEAL	 K. 0 19K2.Ki9K4,KS.hb.KAPPA.N.M.M1.M2.L1.L2.KIN Ono;
kEAL L2L1.KL.J3.J7 006
UIME.SIUN	 AA(1OU) 9 86(100).CC(100)9UD(100).AVEC(100).9VEC(100). 007
1	 CVEC(100)9DVEC(Ino) 0001
UIMCJSIUN	 W(100),	 V(100).	 Z1100).UATE(12) 009
DIMENSION	 Ax7( 4.4). 9XZ(4).PXZ(4).H8815951.CXZ(4.4)9BXY(4). PX Y ( 4) 010
JMH i L, 011
JENHUH n U 012
LPSI n U.0001 019
EPSY s u.uuuol n14
EPS j8 1.0E-n7 Alit
LPS4zl.GF- QA 016
JPMIitr a 1 017
L	 JPHIlJzs	 LXCL'J0ES 93RI14TOUT OF	 TE MPE R ATURE PROFILE	 IN SOLID 014
C	 JPkllvrzl
	 INCL'InES PRINTOUT OF	 TEMPERATURE PROFILE	 IN SOLID 010
N2W U 0?0
THETAan.50 n7l
Yls	 0.04 022
Y1	 15	 40NUIME •ISI)NAL	 INCREMENT OF DISTANCE	 IN S ULIU PHASE 071
N22s5 074
L	 VAL.UL UE	 N?7 r	 TABLISHES NUMBER OF POT NT S 0?S
C	 IN	 FEMPEkATUHF PROFILE PRINTOUT 076
J3sl.0 027
JS s l OpA
J6sl 020
J4s1 030
REAU(5.bou)
	
( n ATF(I),I=1r12) 011
Soo FoHMAT(l.^Ah) 01?
[02 kEAU(S.IU)C4.KAPPA 9 7STUP.G9UO9°L.P09Fl9N.E39E4. 031
1	 Fk,PO...M.TSTEP.TCMANGE.TIMFAC.J7.ROL n14
C	 C4 IS RATIO CP/CS n1c
C	 KAPPA IS THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF SULIO 0105
C	 6 15 GAMMA 037
L	 UO	 IS APHIENT TE MPERATURE OF SOLTP AIR
C	 rL	 15 THkFSH'TLO PRFSSUHE FOR TRAVELING, WAVE	 INS T ARILITY 019
C	 PO	 IS	 INITIAL	 PRFSSURE 04n
L	 t1	 IS ACTIVATION ENEWGY OF WALL DECOMPOSITION 04i
C	 w 15 UHL,tk OF THE GAS PHASE REACTION 042
C	 E3 AND t4 ARE ACTIVATION ENERGIES uF SURFACE-COUPLED REACTIONS 041
L	 Fk	 IS FLAME	 TFMPFaATuRE AT	 100 PSIA 044
C	 POW	 1S Po-EA TN FLAME TEMPERATURE/BURNING RATE EQUATION 045
C	 M 15 SURFACE PNLStiU RF EXPONENT 04R
C	 TCnANGE ALLOWS CHANbE	 IN	 TIME STEP 047
C	 llmFAL	 IS FACTOR NY WHICH TIME STEP IS C HANGED 04R
C	 J7 O+VES PRINTOUT AT EACH	 (J7 . 1)	 TIME	 INCREMENT 044
C	 MUL	 IS LOWER DEFLAGRATIUN LIMIT 05n
WHIIE(6.NbFZR) o5T
b589 FUMMAT(1MI) n52
wHllt(b.501)
	
(f+ATE(I)9I s 1.12) OS1
t)01	 FOHMAI(IH	 .4nX,I?A6) 054
wEAu(7.IuU)(HXY(I)9I=104)9(PXY(I)91 = 1.4) n5S
L	 8Ar ANU PAY ARF FOUR HORNING RATES ANn FOUR PRESSURES 056
C	 CHUSL14 TO FIT MEASURED CU RVE 057
100
	
FOHMAI(HFln.4) 054
uO 5	 1=1.4 050
bXZ(1) s ALOG(dxY(I)) 0611
PXL(1)-ALUG(PXY(T)) 061
AAL(I.1)=1.o 062
AAZ(192)2PXZ(T) OA1
AXL(193) 2 (PXZ(I))**2 064
AAL(19*) s (PXZ(I)) 0 *3 064
5 CONTINUE 066
CALL SOLVE(AK7.HK1.4949CXZ.598BB9I5UL1 047
Cl o cAL(1) AAR
C2 ncAz(2) 069
C3=CAZ(3) 070
CS s CXZ(4) n71
JEXTsl 071A
ALPHAU N O.NO 071
C	 THIS	 15 THE VALOF OF ALPHA-0 ASSIGNEn TO THE LI M ITING PRESSURE 075
ALP = U.05 07S
C	 THIS	 1S THE VALUE OF	 (ALPHA-O-ALPHA) 07A
MOsCl+C2*ALOG(PO)•C3 • IALOG(PO)) 0 *2 • CSO (ALOG(PO) ) * 0 3 07T
000003
000003
000003
000003
000003
000003
000003
000004
000005
OOOOOb
000010
000011
000013
000014
000015
000016
000020
000021
000022
000023
000024
000025
000037
000037
000111
000115
000115
000127
000127
000147
000147
000151
000155
000161
000163
000164
000166
OOO1TO
000171
000201
000203
000204
600206
000207
000210
000212
000213
138
000233 HOsLAP(Ro) 070
000235 NW-CI•C2•ALOG(lOO.0).C3s(ALOG(100.O1)••2.0•CSs(ALOO(100.0))•N.0 079
000257 RR*EAP(RR)	
_	
- "	 -`"-- Oo -
000261 U20"* (HO/RR)4*POw 0011
000267 U1s800.0/(1.O.AOO.00ALOG(10.0*R0) /EI) 0 7
000277 wosu0/U1 OA3
000300 A	 sE1 s (1.0-w0)/UI obi
000303 K5sN4j/KAPPA OAS
000305 K6nRQ•K5 06A-
000306 KsKbsTSTEP/(YI•YI) 067
000311 KINn K OAR
000312 TST n 7STuP 049
000313 TSTUPsK6*TSTOP 0911
000314 HLsLI•C2•ALOG(PL).C3*(ALUG(PL))*02•C5*(ALOG(PL))0s3 091
000333 HL•EAP(HL) 097
000335 FL=FH•(RL/RN)e4PnW 09)
000342 WLs80O.0/11.0-800.0•ALOG(10.0•RL)/E11 094
000352 KL nC4•FL/((WL-UD)•ALPHA0)-1.0 095
000357 E2s2.04FL•(KL-N/?.0) 09A
000364 AL nE1•(1.0-U0/WL)/wL 097
000370 WHs800.0/(1.0.900.0*ALUG(10.OsRR)/El) 0901
000401 YLIawL/WR 099
000402 YL2sPL/100.0 inj
000404 ZLls(YL2/YL))•+M•ExP (E3/wRs(YL1- I.u) /YL1)*(E3/WL-M) 101
000423 ZL280.10EAP(E4 /WW*(YL1-1.0)/YL1)sE4/WL 10?
000434 HLsALP•AL/t(ZLI•ZL2)0(1.0-UO/WL)) Inl
000442 Y01 n ul/ww l0i
000444 Yu2s1jU/100.0 105
000446 H1sML-(YO2/YO1)••M•ExP(E3/WR•(Y01.1.0)/YOI) 106
000462 DluO.1•HL•EXP(E4/WRs(Y01-1.0)/YO1) 107
000472 RPSsALDG(RO/RL)-( N/2.0)sALOG(PO/PL)-(1.0•N/2.0)*ALOG(u?/FL' 10A
000520 EE2 n (U2/FL)•(I.G-2.0•FL*RPS/E2) 109
000526 E5uL2*EE2 llq
000521 HEAU(5911)
	 J 111
C J ULIE RMINES CASF TO BE CALCULATED 112
000534 10 FORMAT(7F10.41 113
000534 11	 FOHMAT(2I1) 114
000534 GO	 TO	 (12913.14.1519) I1S
000544 12 HEAU(591b)	 DECAY.K4 116
C DECAY	 15 THE	 INITIAL DECAY RATE 	 IN PSI/SEC 117
G K4	 IS THE RATIO AT/ATI sAT • 11A
000554 GO 1U 17 119
000555 13 HEAD(S.16)	 7A09PF 126
C TAU 15 TIME CONSTANT OF UEPRESSURIZATION CURVE 12j
C PF	 IS THE FINAL PRESSURE 122
000565 GO	 Iu	 17 121
000566 14 HEAU(5916)	 P8.F3 124
C P8 IS THE AMPLITUDE CHOSEN FOR P• 129
C F3	 1S THE FNEok1ENCY	 I N CPS 126
000576 GO	 1u	 )7 127
000577 15 HEAU(5.16)	 TPULSE.VI9MI.M29K4 I?A
C TPULSE	 IS THE DURATION OF EXTERNAL INJECTION 129
C VI IS HATIO OF CHAMBER VOLUME TO BURNING SURFACE AREA 13A
L MI	 15 MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF PRODUCT CASES 131
C M2 IS RATIO OF MASS INJECTED TO MASS EVOLVLD BY PROPELLANT 132
L K4	 15 THE RATIO AT/ATI s AT • 131
000615 16 FORMAT(7F10.4) 134
000615 17 WRIIE(6918)	 Cl.C29C3.C5.C49KAPPA.TST.G.UD.PL.PO.EI.ES9E3.E4 9 175
1	 FR.POw.M.TSTEP.RO.TCHANGE.TIMFAC 1'16
000675 IS FOHMA7(47H SOLID PROPELLANT TRANSIENT CO MBUSTION BEHAVIOR//4H Clot 137
1	 E15.8/4M C2s9E15.8/4 H C3s.E15.9/4H CS s .E15.8/4 H t4s.E1S.8/ 17012	 7H KAPPAs.E15.8/ 139
3 7H	 (STOPs.E15.B/7H GAMMA89E15.6/4H T0 n .E15.8/4H PLs.E15.6/4H POs. 140
4	 E15.8/44 Ews.E15.8/ 141
b	 4H EFs.E15.8/4H EM s .E15.8/4M En n .E1S.8/4M TRs.ElS.8/ 142
6	 5H POWs.F15.8/?7M SURFACE PRESSURE EXPONENT n .E1S.8/ 1411
7	 IlH TIME STEPs.El5.e/4H R0s.EI5.8/ 144
8	 9M TCMANGE n .E1S.B/ 1414
9	 dH TIMFACs.F15.8) 1404
000675 WR1IL(6.888R) 147
000701 WHITE(b.501)
	
(nATE(1),Is1.12) 144
000713 IIsiNT(1.0/Y1+0.5) 149
000717 ALPHAD nC4*U2/(tUl-00)•0.0.0.5*N•ES/(D2•u2))) 1Sn
000727 ALPHA sALPHAO-((E3/U1 .M) •H 1 . E4• D1/Ul) + (1.0-WO)/A 15)
000743 ALPHALs1.0.(1.0-SURT(1.0.8.0*A))/(A.A) 1Sp
000754 1F(ALPHA-ALPHAL)
	
720x720.136 1153
000756 136 WRITE(b.140)
	
A.	 ALPHAO.
	
ALPHA 154
139
00077U 140 FOHMAT(19H LINEAR PARAMETERS.//9H A	 n 9E1S.6/9H AL ►MA-0 n 9E1S.6
-- -
1SS ._
2	 - 7VW- 'KLPHA	 n tt 15. 7T -----	 ---- 6
000770 P501.0 157
ISO000772 R581.0
000773 M3n 1.0 143?
000774 w1s1.0 lbfl
000775 w201.0	 _ ___	 161
000776 w3n 1.0
000777 Zl n-(wl-w0) 16)
001001 100 n ij.0 164165001002 wRITE(6915o)	 u19U29M19D19N
001017 LSO FORMAT(ISH INITIAL VALUES// 166
1	 4H TwevE1S.8/4M TFs9E15.8/ 167
2	 BH zmT .-KrirmoslVW -ZET/-D n .E IS.B / ITl( OA3	 E£ IfAD>	 =! -Iw -
3	 E1S.8/) 169
17;001017 TsK*Y1sYi
001021 IMINUS n 11-1 17117P001023 IPLWS6I191
001024 1F(J-1)	 52951.52 17i
001025 52	 IF(J-2)	 1719238,171 17 4
001027 171	 IF(J-3)	 172,2689172 176001031 172 wRITE(69173)	 V19 K49	 M2 9	M1.	 TPULSE
001047 173 FOHMAT(24H EXTERNAL PULSE RESPONSE//(%M WAS 	 s,E15.6/ 177
-	 -11	 SH AT /ATIw9E15.B/ SH M.R.	 n 9E15.8/6N M.A; n-.F1S,^T-
2	 OH TPULSE n ,EIS.0/1 170
001047 Kl n tPOsY1sR0*M1)/t1545.Os12.0s1.es0.06sKAPPAsU2) 150
001056 K2 nK1/G 181
001060 IFIJPHINT)	 ;?T926927 1 M18's001061 46 wRITE(6928)
001065 28 FORMAT(9H	 TIME911Xr2MP n .10X98HPSTEADY n 98X. 144
12HZ s 912X92HRs9I2X93HTw n 911X93HTF s 911193HT Cn /) 1814
001065 wRITE(b929)T0o9PS,P59Z19R59w19w29w3 186
001111 29 FORMAT(8E14.5) 187
001111 27 CONTINUE 1811
001111 CALL SUB600	 -__ _
-	 --	 ----
_-.-	 144
00111 2 GO TO 21 u -	 - --- T14o001113 c00	 IF(J9-1)201920198123
19200111 6 b123	 IF(JEAT-2136592089365
001121 201 JEA781 193
001122 IFIT-Kb•TPULSE)	 21092109206 194
001126 206 M2 n 0	
---	 -
194
0011Z7 ZU IF- (JE)T-	 .	 9
001131 207 X5s(RS nw2•M2-K4sP5sw3ss0.5)/K2 197
001143 X6n (K1 n X5/w3.PS-M2-^iK4nPS7(V3i00.5))sM3sV3/(K1sPS1 199
001161 M50 nP5 199200001162 r30 nw3
001163 P5nP509X5-K*YlsYl
-	 --	
-	 -	 - - -
201
-20?
001167 i-Ysw10•Jtb•K*Y1 • YI
001172 GO TO 365 201
001172 e08 x50 • (85*w2.M2-K4sPS• w3n*0.5)/K2 20♦
001204 X60 n (K1•X50/w3-RS-M2.K4sP5/(w3sso.S))sw3sw3/(K1sPS) 2nS
001222 P5nP50•(x5.XS0)sK9Y1sY1/2.0 206
001230 03nw30•(x6.X(30)sK•Y1sY1/2.0 __	 207
001236 GO Tu 365	 -- - -	 -	 -
001236 238 MATE n (PO-PF)/TAU 20421A001241 OpITL(69244)	 TAU9PO,PF ► RATE
001295 244 FORMAT(1H /27H EXPONENTIAL DECAY RESPONSE/ 211
1	 15H TIME C0NSTANT n 9E15.8/ 212
24H POs9E15.8/4H PF69E1S.8/20M INITIAL DECAY RATEs.E1S.6/) 213
001255 IF(JPRlf4T)	 0009-9019960
001256 vo1	 wRITE(692b) 214
001262 900 CONTINUE 216217001262 CALL SUb600
001263 906 PS nPF/Po*il-PF/P01sEXP(-T/(K6sTAU)) 218
001276 GO TU 365-
	
- - -
219
_-j'LlF4--001277 51 VAITUbt -50) DECKfeK;-
001307 50 FORMAT(34H CHAMBER DEPRESSURIZATION RESPONSE// 221
120H INITIAL DEC AY RATEs9E1S.8 /6H AT/ATI n 9E15.8/ ) 222
001307 IF	 (JPRINT)	 90299039902 223
901310 903 wRITE(6928) 224
001314 V02 CONTINUE 2243
001314 CALL 'SII6600	 --	 - - - -	 -	 - -- - M227001315 K2s-PO*RO*ROst1-K41/(KAPPA nDECAY)
901325 K1 nGsK2 2214
001326 GO TO 210 229
234001327 268 P8141.0•Pe
001331 sRITE(69275)	 P819F3 231
140
23;p
233
214
235
236
237
234
239
246
241
2 0
241
244
245
240.
247
244
249
25n
2ST
2S2
2451
284
2545
2R6
257
2Sf1
259
260
26T
20.2
263
264
26R
20.6
267
26f1
244
27n
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
27n
279
2An
2011
24;o
283
24i
28S
2A6
247
249
290
241
292
293
294
295
2901
297
2901
299
3 A i
3n1
3na
301
3n4
364
306
307
30e
300
e7S FOHMAT(2(jH SINUS010AL RESPONSE/4 H P*w.015.8/4H F**9E1S.6/)
IF(JHHlf.T) 904.905.9U4
VU5 WRllk(b.2N1
WRITE(6929)TUO.PS.P5.119R5.wl9w29w3
904 CONTINut
CALL SUH600
F3sb.2832*F3 /K6
ebO PSsl.u•HR *SIN(F3*T)
365 CALL SUR500
IF(JEHRUR-1) 166974593bb
366 w2*w4
IF(Hl*U1) 369.418.369
369 (+UESSP *F5
CALL FINUH(wl. F1. E39E4.U1.C1.C2.C3.C5.G4.WO.POw.P0.R0.119O19M1.
1	 G(JFSSP9W41JHH9U2#PNEW#S4)
1FlJrH1 70971)910U1
70 LONTI(+UE
GO TU 4e0
418 w4=l.0
42U 21 n Hb*(-C4*U2*(w4-w2)/U1-WI•w0)
FNUM *K *(I.O-THFTA)
CUNS=FNUM.FNUM
TMKXMOTHETA
UO e0 1 n 1.I1
Flsl
CTtHM*1.0-(FT-1.0)*T1
CTEHM=CTEHM*CTERM *CONS
AA(1)81.U•CTERM
20 Hb(I)91.0 -CTERM
CONSm0.5*1R5-1.0)*Yl
DO 21 1.1911
rI*1
CTEHM*1.0-(FI -1.0)*Y1
CC(1)*CTEHM*trTERM.CONS ►
OUlI1sCTERM*(CTtRM-CONS)
21 dyLc(l)sl.o
CVLL(1)--(FN'Jw.FNUM) /AA(1)
DO 2e I n 2.IMTn1((S
22 CVtL(1) n -FNUM*CC(I)/AA(I)
00 23 I n 1.IMTNuS
1P n I•1
23 AVEC(l)s-FNUM*OD(IP)/AAUP)
UVEL(1) n 12.0 *K*( THETA* V( 2)- Y1*Z1*DU(1))*bB(1)*V(1))/AA(l)
;)0 24 I=2tlmlN(:S
'4 UVEC(1) n ( THK*( no( I)* V( 1-1)•CC(I)*V(1.1))•8B(I)*V(I)) /AA(I)
DVLLtll )s(FrIVM*Cr(I1)*Wo•bb(I1)*V(I1)*TMK*(00(11)*V(I1-1)*CC(I1)•
1	 V(I;2IUS))) /AA (II)
CALL TRIUAGtII.AVEC.HVEC.CVEC.DVEC.W)
W(IPLUS)sw0
wlswll)
H8 nH5
R5=LAP(-tl *(l.o-wl)/(U1*wl))
HTt5TsR8/R5
IF(HTEST-U.^-E"2)) 4659403.403
403 IF( H 1EST- (I.0.EPS2)) 441.4410465
441 J9=1
220 IF (J-4) b80922196nu
e21
	
IF (JEXT-1) 0.R09211.680
cll JEAT=2
UO TO 210
446 J3sJ3•1.0
447 lY*1•K*Y1*Y1
IF(TT-Kb*TCHANAE)4499448.448
448 K*Kll'.*11MFAC
449 IsT•K*Y1 *Y1
IF(I-ISTOP) 455.455.8222
b222 LALL SLCONO(TME)
oki% (6.6224) THE
6224 FOHMATIIH ///14H RUNNING TIME•.E15.b)
GO TU 202
455 UU 46U I s l. (PLUS
460 V(1)NW(l)
H5U*H5*HU
1F(HSO-HDL) 7Sh.756.461
461 GU TU (20U.90R.2N0.20U).J
4b5 J9gJ9.1
496 IF(J9-20) 461.461.716
001341
001341
001319
001346
001372
001372
001373
001376
001405
001406
001410
001412
001414
001416
001444
00144b
001446
001447
001451
0014b1
001464
001465
0014b6
001467
001470
001474
001476
001501
001504
001507
001511
001511
001516
001522
001523
001527
001532
001533
001540
001542
001544
001552
001563
001564
001575
001612
001616
001620
001622
001623
001634
001635
001641
00164b
001646
001650
001652
001653
001654
001656
001662
001665
001667
001672
001675
001677
001705
001705
001706
001710
001114
0017lb
001720
001730
001732
141
b80 IF(43-J7) 446.4469685
083 TK687/K6
310
711
31^
31^
117
318
FOMMAT(8H	 /9M	 Y4t13X*7Mx (IN.)* 6x914MIT.TO)/(TW-T0))	 320
IF(L-N2) 6969694.694
FLeL
YRNT18FLOY1
IF IPHNTI -1.01 61696IS.616
ARGn U.001
PRN1380.001
GO to 617
AW081.0-PWNT1
PRNT38(w(Il-w0)/(W(11-W0)
PHNT28-ALOG(AR0I/(K58RS)
wwlTE(6.620) PRNTI9PRNT2.PRNT3
FORMA7(3E16.81
N28NZ•N22
CONTINUE
WRITE(69629)
FORMAT(1H )
WRITE(69476) P5.PNEW.ZI.R59WIgW2.W3
FORMAT(BM	 Pe.IoA.8MPSTEADY8s8A92HZ4s
112Xr2MR8.12X.3HTW*rl1X.3MTF*.11x93MTCe/
17E14.5)
WRITE(69610)
FOMMAT(1H0)
GO TO 30
wRIIE(6931)TK6.PS.PNEW.ZI.RS*W1.w29W3
FOWMAT(8E14.5)
CONTINUE
J3 n 1.0
GU TO 447
wRITE(b9717)
FOHMAT(304 FINAL ITERATION DOES NOT CONVERGE)
GO TO 8222
wRI T E(69721) ALPHA
FORMAT(27H LINEAR
Go TO 8e2e
L2L18L2-L1
001735
001740
001742
001743
001744
001752
001751
001754
001756
001757
001763
001763
001766
001770
001772
001774
001776
001777
001777
002001
002007
002015
002027
002027
002031
002034
002037
002037
002061
002061
002065
002065
002066
002112
002112
002112
002114
002114
002120
002120
002121
002127
802127
002130
002132
002142
002142
0021 4)
002147
002147
002150
002150
N280
IF (JPRTNTI T 7173
WRIIE(69686) T96
FORMA T(6H TIMF.e.E1S.e)
00 6Y6 I e l. IPLUS
L8I-1
IF(L) 61316139622
wHITE(6-614)
»1
32]
V15
326
327
32R
32!
33n
-n j -
33f
333
334
335
316
77 T
3111
339
340
341
342
341
34♦
343
346
347
344
349
3Sn
3151
3Sf
LIMIT LINE ExCEEDEO/7H ALPMAerE1S98)	 351354
3155
WWI)L(6.746) w4.L2L1	 3156
746 FORMAT(31H TF ITERATION ODES NOT CONVERGE /4M W4 8 9E15.898M FITF18r	 357
1	 E15.81	 358
747 GO TU 8222	 369
756 WRITE(6*758)	 360
158 FOMMAT(44H BURNING RATE BELOW LOWER OEFLAGRATION LIMIT) 	 36i1000 GO TU 8222
1001 CONTINUE	 363
ENU	 364
175
686
613
614
622
0104
015
616
017
620
696
029
473
476
610
174
31
30
711
720
721
145
142
SUBROUTINE SOI.VE(AA.	 Y.	 No	 NMX.	 X.	 NP19	 At	 ISOL) 340
C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE AN N BY N SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS OF THE FORM	 36th
C AA a K n Y	 --+	 WRITTEN	 IN FORTRAN	 I1
  
36TC _. 3101_	 -.
AA	 CONTAINS THE GIVEN N BY N COEFICIENT MATRIX 364
C Y	 CONTAINS THE GIVEN N BY 	 1 RIGHT HAND SIDE 370
C N	 IS A POSITIVE	 INTEGER 371
C NMX	 IS THE 31VEN DIMENSION OF AA,	 X. AND Y IN THE CALLING PROGRAM 37!
C A	 IS THE u MY 1 SOLUTION VECTOR 371
C NP1	 IS A POSITIVE INTEGER GREATFR THAN OR EQUAL TO N*1	 374
L A	 IS AN	 NP1	 BY	 NPI	 SCRATCH ARRAY 375
L ISUL	 IS RETUANEO AS 1 IF A SOLUTION EXISTS• 0 IF NO SOLUTION EXISTS374
000013 u1HL4SIQN	 AA(NMK.	 I).	 Y(NMX).	 X(14MA),	 AINP19	 1) 377
000013 NM	 It N	 ♦ 	 1 314
000915 UO	 1	 1	 n 	 I.N 370
000016 A (1 .i..,)	 a	 Y (I ) 34?000024 DU	 1	 J a	 1.N
000025 1 A(19J)	 a	 A A(I.J) 3823011000044 DO b	 ial.N
000046 IE•O 3014
000047 2 1F( A II.I))3.4o093 30101
00005 4 3 OIAGSTa AII.TI 399
000061 UU 4 Ja I.NM 34+344000062 4 A(I.J)sA(I.J)/91A65T
000072 IXaI.I 780390000074 UO 6 KalA.N
000075 HOMMULaA(K.I) 301
30000102 UO 6 LaI.NM
000103 6 A(K.L)aA(1.L)OPOWMULa(-1.)*A(K.L) 391
000126 MaN 3943001000127 A(M)XA(M.NM)
00013b 7 MaM-1 396
000137 UO 8	 IAal.M 307344000140 8 A(IA.NM)aA(IA.NM)-A(IA.M *I)OA(M.I.NM)
000162 X(M)sA(MtNM) 390
000166 IF	 ( M -1)	 50?.502.7 400
000171 400 IE	 a	 IE.I 40200073 I2aI.IE
000174 IF	 4l • lt-N-11	 401.4d1.481 401
000177 4qi WO 404	 1081.NM 404
000201 SwI1CH	 a	 A(I.Io. 4001
000206 A(1.1U)aA(12.11)) 400
000215 404 A(1Z910):SWITCr+
000223 GO	 lu t 400
000223 4d1 ISUL a 0 400
41A000224 HETUkN
000225 502 ISUL n 	 1 Ali
000227 kETU..N 412
000227 ENU 411
143
SURPOUTINE SUR500 414
C SUbHOUTINE TO SOLVE FUME SPEED EQUATION FOR Tr • 419
000002 COMMON w.w0,W2,W4.	 I ► I1 ► 	 Voll * JS ► J9 ► K ► KS.Ll9L2 ► N ► N29PS. 459U:. yl• 41A
IEPS39EP54 ► EPSI.EPS29ESiC0 ► JE RROR .I PLUS ► —41
9C1 ► C2 ► C3.CS.uS.POw9 N22 4111
000002 DIMENSION	 W(100)9	 V(100)9	 Z(100) 419
000002 REAL K. KS9L19L2 ► N 42e
000002 REAL LTEST 4tt1
000002 04692
4t100400 ••PS PO
000005 MSNCI*C2•ALO3(P6).C3•IALOO(Pb))••2OCS•IAL09(P6)1003 424
000026 RS•EXP(ASI 4211
000026 US•UI•(AS/RO14•POW 42^
000033 RPS•AL00(RS/Ap)-(N/2.0)•ALOO(PS)-(1.O*N/2.0)•AL00(US/UZ1 42
000056 EE20(US/U2)0(1 0-2.0 •U2•RPS/ES) 414_
000064
_	 __	 _..__..__
L1•ALO0(MS)-o--6vN—&1U	 W3)
_
"Tf
430000074 510 L2•(0.S•N•1.0)•AL00(W4)-ES • (EE2-W4)/IW4 • (U2-U2))
000110 LTEST•L2/Ll 471
000112 1F(LTEST-(1.O.EPS3)1	 53094049404 439
000116 404 1F(LTEST-(1.O.EPS3))	 S22.522 ► S30 433
000122 522 JS•1 434
000123 60 TO S25 43S
004124 530 WS08 04 •W4 430
000125 Fl•(0.S•N•1.0)/W4•ES•EE2/(WSO•(U2•UI)) 437
C F1	 IS FIRST DERIVATIVE OF L2 414
000136 F2••(0.5•N.1.0)/WSO-ES•EE2/(WSO•W46U2) 439
C F2 IS SECOND_11ERIVATIVE_ OF L2 	
—	 _^—	 —
44A
000147 W48W4-4 2 JLlt	 (F1•F1)j—	 — 441
000161 IF(W4.0.999)5139S13.S11 44P
00016 3 bIl IF(W4-1.001)S12 ► S139513 44j
C IF W4 IS CLOSE To UNITY. A LINEAR SOLUTION CAN BE USED 444
000166 512 04.1.0 • (LI•ES • (EE2-1)/(2.0 •U2) t /(190.0.S• N . O.S•ES•EE21U2 ) 44S
000205 00 TO 522 445
000205 $13 JS•JS • l 447
000207 IF WS-SO )	 510.510.524 4411
100211 524 JEAROR6 1 449
000212 525 CONTINUE 49;
000212 RETUNN 461
000213 END 413P
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SUbROUTINE SUP600 AST
C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE FOR INITIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE IN SOLID 413i
000002 COMMJN w,w0.w2 0 049 Z,Z1. VrI19JS,J9,K,KS,L19L2, N 9N29 PS, RS .U2,Y1. 4SS
IEPS3,EPS4JPA INT,C04* I00 40 99EPSI.EP52•ES.C9,JE RROR ,I PLUS. 44i
2C1,C2.C3.CS.US.POw * k22
000002 DIMENSION r(100),	 V(100)9	 Z(100) 4Se
600002 REAL K,K59L1.L29N 4S946;000002 00 625 IwI,IPLUS
000004 Lwl-'
OOOOOb FLn ' 462
000007 v(1) =,1.0-fL•Y11•I1.U-*01.90 66,%
000017 IF(JPkiNT)	 61R.b;'5.618 464
600020 018 IF(J4-1)	 612,612.625 46S
000023 612 IF(L)	 613.613,62? 646
000025 613 Yk11E(6.514) 467
000031 614 toRMAT(8M	 TIME sa/9M	Y•913X,7HX	 (IN.),	 6X914M(T-T0)/(Tw•T0)) 464
600031 622 IF(L-N2)	 b259623,673 669
000034 623 FLaL 47n471000035 rkNTl=FL•Y1
000037 IF(PMNTI-1,0)	 61i,.615.616 672
000042 615 AWG8 J.001	 _. -_	 _ __ _ _ _47,_
000043 PRNT3s0.001 474
000045 b0 TO 617 472;47A000045 616 ARGsl.0-PkNT1
000047 PRNTJ=(V(II- w0) /(l.0-Wvl 477
000055 617 PAul2m-ALOG(ARG)/(K5•R5) 474
000063 wk1Tt(b.620)	 PRNT1.PRN729PRNT3 479
000u7b bZ0 FOkMA((3E16.A) 40n46=000075 n2:N[•N22
000071 625 Cord TIi.Ut 49?
44!000102 IF(J4-I)	 6289R28963 0
000104 b28 •kllt(b.629) 4A4
000110 b[9 Fok" T(1 M 	) 40156Aq
00011 01 630 Uo 63.	 1 =1,	 TPLUS
000112 b34 w(I)sw(I1 40
448000117 ME)Uk+
00012U ENU 44q
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SUBkOUTINE TRIDAGINeAVEC.BVEC•CVEC*DVEC.SVEC)
C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE FOR INSTANTANEOUS TEMPERATUR
C SOLVES TRIOIANIONAL MATRIA
000011 DIMENSION 4vECtI ► :dVECif1.CVEC(11.DVEt111•SQE^111
000011 OVEC(I)=DVEC(1)/9VEC41)
000012 w=bvECtl)
000013 UO Z J829 N
OOOOIS JJ=J-1
000016 t$VECIJJ)=CVEC(JJ)/w
000022 w=bvEC(J)-4VEC(JJ)•8VECIJJI
000025 2 OVEC(J)=(DVEC(J)-AvEC(JJ)•DVECIJJ))/w
000036 IM=N-1
000040 uO 3 J=1.IM
000041 JJ=N-J
000041 3 L)VEC(JJ)sDVEC(JJ)-HVEC(JJ)•DVEC(JJ.I)
OOOOSL DO 4 J=1.N	 ---	 — -
000052 4 SVLC(J)sUVEC(.1)
OOOOS6 RETUNN
000056 ENU
490
PIIOIILE IN SOLID	 49j
492
494
44
446
49?
494
44
s64
5111
s6t
S0i
504
506
sei
5011
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SUHNuuTINE FINORtwl.E19E3.E49U1. C1.C?9C3.CS.C4.wO.POw.PO.RO.FM .D19 Soo
1	 H19P•w4.JRR.U2.PNEw.S4) Sin
C	 SuvROUTINE TO FIND STEADY STATE HAVING THE SAME S11
L	 SUWF&CE-COUPLFn HEAT RELEASE AS TRANSIENT STATE 51Z
000032 ul=Hl•( P/rI)•wFM•EXP(E3•twl-1.0)/(U14wl)l*Dl*EXPtE4Nlw1-1.01/(U14 SIl
1	 wl)) 514
000065 to olsEl/ul 511;
000066 82=E4/ul 516
000067 bixt3/ul SITSinOu:07u FOw2wb3/91
000072 PO n 3962 /al S10
000073 1=u 5211
006074 2	 I=I*l 521
000076 51 =000P S;P2
000100 S2=C1•C2*ALOG(SI)•C3•(ALOb(51))**2•C5*(ALOG(S1))403 521
000134 S3sExP(S?) 524
000136 S4=S3 /*t0 S74
000140 Xlwl.0- ALOG(54) /9I 576
000146 X2•S4••PUw? S"
000152 x3254*•POw3 S2p
000156 b5=( S3/Sl)e( C2.2.0•C3*ALO(i(S1)•3.nwC5*(ALOG(S1))462.0) 5p0
000176 Oxl=-PO*S5/(RI*S3) S3(v
000202 0x2 neu"2.55.54••(POW 2-1.0)*PO/RO 531
OOu214 DA3=PO434SS°S4*► ( POw9-1.0) *PO/R0 5,%7
000226 Sbz(P•xl)**FM 513
000233 FUNCT=H1•X2•S6.f)14x3-01 534
000241 UEHIV=H1•tFMw(P*x1)•w( FM- 1.0)wX2*(X1.P•OXI)•S60Dx2)•DlODX3 535
000264 PNLw =P-FUNCT/nERIV 5160002b7 UIFFwPNEw-P
nOu2TG IF(AbS(DIFF)-0.00010)3.4.4 5T"
000300 3 w4=54 . POw 5'40
000306 GO TU 8 SAO
000306 4	 1FlI-40)5.5.6 541
000311 5 P:PNE- 54?
000313 u0 To 2 54T544000314 6	 wkITL(b.7)	 P.pNEw.FUNCT.DERIV
000330 7 FOHMAT(39H AFTFR 40	 ITERATIONS P UIU NOT CONVER GE/ $46;
1	 7H P'4n)=.F1b.8/ 7H P(41)=.E16. k /16H FUNCTION VALUE w .E16. 8/ 546
2	 12H	 DERIVATIVEs.Elb.8) S47
000330 JNN n 1 549
000332 9	 HE TUN,. 540
000333 ENo 550
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DEC 30. 1968
4tOLTU POLWLLLANT THANSTENT COMBUSTION BEMAVTOR
f1 &-5.0177b492t.00
P2. 6.36Q6"Ot-o l
On 3.SI%SbdS5t-o2
CSs-b.9l4-*y490t-03
C4. 1.0Y000000£000
K APPA= 2.30000000E-(.4
TSTOP n to.00000000E-02
KAHMA s 1.20000900E600
To. 3.00000U00c.0e
P LO 5.50000000C•02
PO. 5.65000000£.02
Fos 1.b0000U00t•04
FFa 3.Oy1'02600t.04
FHn 1.000000001.04
COO 1•00000000t.04
TH• 2.82000000t•03
POws e.130000000E-0e
SURFACE MMlSSUME EXPONENT S S.000OOOOOE-01
T I ME STLOO e.00000000E-OS
*On 2.S1735221t-01
TCMAN6E • 1.00000o00t-02
TIMFAC• 1.00000000E000
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